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M A IN E

THE 19th ANNUAL
OF WELD CLUB

W OODS,

P H ILL IP S ,

M A IN E, J U N E

17, 1915.

P R IC E * CEN TH

o f cake, tea and coffee.
A ft e r the banquet the annual bus
iness m eeting of the club was held
and after the reports of the retiring
officers -were read, the club proceed

Election ot Officers

and Banquet ed to the election of officers

En joyed.

w ere elected:
The 19th annual meeting and ban

quet of the W eld Club M ass. Chapt
er, No. 1, was held at the V irgin ia

St church, Dorchester, on Saturday,
June 5th, and was one o f

tfie most

enjoyable meetings ever held by the
dub. There was a la rge
number
present and most of the
original
fimilips who settled in W e ld
w ere
presented at this

for

the coming year, when the following

meeting.

The club members began
to as
kable at 10 o'clock and enjoyed the
time until 1 o ’clock In social ex er
cises when they w ere called to the
banquet table.
The tables wore beautifully decor
ated with fragrant flow ers and w ere
4 loaded with good things to eat, such
is salads, hot rolls and including the
JUnous State of Maine baked beans
»nd doughnuts and all prepared
by
the natives of W'eld.
Th e feast con
cluded with Ice cream, several kinds

HOTEL B L A N C H A R D

President, Mr. Aus

tin W . Green, Lynn;

1st vice presi

dent, Mrs. Mabel W heeler
W ilder,
Dorchester; 2nd vice president, Mrs.
N ettie L. Greenleaf, Dorchester; sec
retary, Mrs. J. B. Holt, Mattapan;
treasurer, Miss L illian Waterhouse,
A tlan tic; historian, Mrs. D. F. Holt,
Mattapan.
A fte r the election of officers
a
very, interesting
entertainment "was
given by the young members of the
club.
The history of the early set
tlers of W eld by our historian was
very profitable and interesting.
T h e club was splendidly entertain
ed bv Mrs. O live Bates Burlingame
fa native of W eld ) and her daughter,
Mrs. Edith W . York, who did all that
was possible to do for the entertain
ment o f their guests.
The
W eld
Club is grow ing more, and more popu
lur from year to year and there Is
increasing interest in .the meetings,
which have always been very pleas
ant and enjoyable.

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Like, Pjnd and Stream fishing, all near the camps. T h e five mile river affords
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars w rite for fre e circular to

Capt. E . F . C O B U R N ,

M iddledam , Maine

The Place Where Y cu Can Alw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
T IM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-p la ces,' F ly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Pishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. W rite for Booklet.

JU L IA N K . V IL E S &' SO N , Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake anil
stream, canoeing, mountain clim bing, etc.
Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulais
and other information, w rite
_
_
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O . ,
P- O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t s M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
— IElLiy u

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S » * ld MK

““ ‘"

BaMkMountain Cam ps are situated at the foot.of Bald .M oun U te ™
fontic Lake. N ea r the best nshinjf groun d s. First ^ a s s s t e a m b T r e e
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o m ads d a i l y - W n t e for free circular.
AM OS E L L IS . Pro p ’r..
Baltl Mountain,
Maine

J Mountain View House

|
I

>>

M o u n t a in V ie w # M a in e
For fu rth e r p a r t ic u l a r s w r it e or a d d re ss

§

L . E. B 0 W L E Y ,

Mountain View,

M a in e . |

P|M > m m ................

SPEN D YO UR

SUMMER VACATION
IN THE R A N G ELEY L A K E O R D E A D RIVER REGION IN

I

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
W rite fo r B ooklet that will tell You all about it,

R A N G E LE Y LAK ES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

P LEA SA N T ISLA N D C A M P S

On Cupsuptic Lakd. Fishing unex. STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
InJ the center of the Irish and Game for June. October and NovemberSection. Write for booklet.
W rite for booklet.
W E S T O N U. T O O T H A K E R . Prop.,,
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D ,
rtfcATTON M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine

LAKEW OOD C A M P S,

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

M A INE

This territory is easy of access being reached in O N E D A Y
rom Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the mg ts are
lways cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
arious resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is
ine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good loads or
The* SA N D Y R IV E R & R A N G E L E Y L A K E S R A ILR O A D
3sue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this
Country. Address
Phillips, Maine.
General Manager,
i\ N, BEAL,

FISH WARDEN
ACTIVITIES

I ones.
W e believe, however, that pound notch is never counted.
But
|here and there in our sister state it the fish are there and often
seen,
|is still possible to capture a mess of and the fascination holds the angler
'trout for the test.
Seriously, the whose skill in casting the fly will at
capture of small trout is not spcrt, last hook a prize.
and fishermen who think
otherwise
One of the best known and skillful
, Referring to tfte efforts of the Cum
should be compelled to realize their fly fishermen in the country is James
berland county officials
to enforce
mistake.— Biddefcrd Journal.
C. Dougherty of Syracuse, .N.
Y.,
the law limiting the length cf trout
who, with his wife have spent many
which may b© legally
caught, the
summers at Upper Dam. They came
Portland Press says:
last week and Mr. Dougherty
as
.Since the brooks of Cumberland
soon as he got settled in their okl
were denuded c f the big trout, it has
quarters had his boat brought out,
bee$ the custom for fishermen to go
strung up his rods and taking from
out and catch everything that could
his book a white tipped Montreal fly
bite a hook and bring it home.
It
number ten hook, went down into the
has been no uncommon thing at all New York Party Having Great Sport
pool where for half a century the
for men or boys to go out on a
trout and salmon have been at home.
brook and catch a hundred or two
In Camp. Boston Club Open
Only a few casts did Mr. Dougherty
hundred of these little fish two or
make before there w'as a rise,
a
three inches in length, and drop them
(Special Correspondence.)
strike, and the first record fish a 3into their creels.
Upper Dam, June 15.— The water pound, 3-ounce salmon was making
This, asserts the Press, could hard
|is now coming over the dam as one the reel hum as h.e made for the
ly be called sport, but it- enabled
'c f the gates is open and the famous white water, and the record
book
the anglers to tell good fishing stories
|c Id pool at Upper Dam known the was opened for 1915 on June 10. Lat
to their admiring friends, for a fish
j world over by the fly ifshermen,
is er in the day Mr. Dougherty put on
is a fish in the counting and to say
! again ready for the big fish to come 'another fly, the March. Brown and
that one has caught a hundred trcut
up the river and hide under the went down into the pool, just to ex
sounds impressive.
Continuing, the
white foam, and now and then come ercise and keep in practice casting,
Press says:
out from their cool shady nook and! and when a big salmon malfc a rise
This is a waste beside which short
give a high jump, or make a ris e 1for the bit of feather floating on the
lobster fishing is as nothing, for a
for some o f the tempting flies ca st! water he must have been surprised
short lobster is eatable and a fingerfor them, and it is a skillful angler I when the hook was fastened into his
ling trout is not.
Trout grow very
who can hook one.
They are skill- mouth and he started for the river,
rapidly and if these little fish -were
ful anglers who come here and bring but he was so well handled that it
allowed to live two or three years
with them the most expensive
fly was not long before Mr. Dougherty
longer they would grow into trout
tackle made.
Often a fisherman has had him in the net, a 6-pound,
4which almost anyone would be proud
in his book the most beautiful and ounce salmon.
The next morning
to catch.
But if all are to be
expensive flies tied, in this and for another salmon could not refuse the
caught when less than five Inches
eign lands.
It is not until the first white tipped Montreal fly and the
long there will never be any big
of June the fish come into the pool, Syracuse fisherman landed a 5-pound,
trout and there w ill soon be no small
Saturday,
and then the fly fishermen
come, 14-ounce silver beauty.
ones, for of course they will not
often to remain until the last day wlien Mr. Dougherty came in with hi
breed.
r f September, when they reel in to fourth record salmon that weighed
W ith this conclusion as regards a
wait for another season.
I have 3 pounds, 5 ounces, Mrs. Dougherty
strict enforcement o f the law the
known skillful anglers to sit in their decided it was time for her to try
Journal fully agrees, though the legal
boat in the pool day after day, for her skill and taking her 4 1-2 ounce
limit in Maine is six inches, not five
weeks and try every known fly and Leonard fly rod from its place, where
as the Press implies.
The waste in
not get a record fish, for a trout it is hung on the outside o f the West
volved in the catching of small trout
or salmon that fails to reach the 3(Continued on page four.)
and small lobsters is also admitted,
though, as a matter of personal
taste, if either o f the two infants is
uneatable it is the immature lobster
and not the baby trout. For, proper
ly cooked and served with hunger
for sauce, there’s no more'toothsome
morsel on the culinary list than the
trout that needs to be stretched a
bit to pass the fish warden’s eagle
eye.
The legal length for trout in
Maine was raised from five to six
inches a couple of years ago,
but
five inches is still tbe limit in New
Hampshire, and anybody who wants
to prove the truth of this statement
as regards the eatable qualities of
the small trout, without; violating the
law, has only to cross the line and
get the material fo r a demonstration.
The only obstacle in. the way is the
practically unanimous declaration of
a few self-constituted Granite state
authorities to the effect that all the
trout in New Hampshire are big
FRED HENDERSON, Prop.,
Jackman, £\aine

LUCK WITH THE
OLD-TIME ANGLERS

J

HEALD POND CAMPS

M A IN E

WOODS,

M arlin

yu iiu w

Shoot the
Model 27

Repeating Rifle

.23 Rim Fire —
for all game smaller than
—
deer. U s e s c a r t r id g e s of sur
prising accuracy up to 200 yards;
powerful and reliable; and cheap because
rim-fire. .25-20 and .3 2 -2 0 use regular
and high velocity cartridges. Powerful enough
for deer; excellent for target work, foxes, geese,
woodchucks, etc.; safe for settled districts.

,25 R im »F ire , eight shots, 24-inch
round barrel, $13.15; octagon
barrel, $15.00.

-20,
.25-20 or
seven shots, oc
tagon bar
rel only,

Y o u will like the quick, smooth-working ” pump-action;” the
wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern solid-top
and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety and
convenience. It has take-down construction and Ivory bead front sight;
these cost extra on other rifles.
.

f.°5

^128

‘ " d Sh° ''

M eM a /a t firearms
S3Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

FIELD DAY OF
NORMAL STUDENTS

ever the Sandy River and Rangeley
Lakes railroad they came up through
the valley and woods, past the hills
and mountains now in all the grand
beauty of June.
At the wharf in
Rangeley village the steamboat with
0‘Little Brown House on the Trail’ 7 flags flying was in waiting to bring
‘•those pretty school inarms” to this
hotel, where they passed one
of
Will Soon Be Open.
those happy days of life that are
never forgotten. The party includ
(Special Correspondence.)
ed Prof, and Mrs. W. G. Mallett and
Mountain View House,
Rangeley Master Richard, Misses
Olive F.
Hake, June 14.—The sunshine
and Craig, Mabel B.
Wehser,
Ethel
open-air life are better
medicines M. Craig, Hilda L. Gccdwin, Mildred
than those that come from a drug R. Covell, Edith S. Webster, Florence
store.
There is more health in one M. Davis, Burlah Oldread, Mary E.
good outing in the Maine woods than Bailey,
Harriet
M.
Fogg,
Flor
in all the prescriptions doctors ever ence E. Dyer, Edith
Silver of
wrote.
Human beings were never Saco; Louise Sullivan of Lubee; Rose
intended to be shut tip forever
in Welman cf Gardiner; Edith Lovitt/
the h,ot, busy city, and that is what Beryl Fletcher, Nora Chandler. Helen
many have found out by. past exper Murphy of Pert land;
Cassie
M.
ience, and the memory of vacation Brown of Abbott village; Ruth Aus
days at the Rangeleys bring happin tin of Phillips; Olive E. Gotlander,
ess long after they are ended.
Virginia P. Gray, Bernice
Morrill,
For a. number of years- the graduat Eva A. Gotlander of W aterville; Erna
ing class of our State Normal school
B. Haskell, Roxa Conant Varney, C.
at Farmington has had its Field Day
E.
Varney cf Turner; Ethel Munsey
excursions at this hotel and
last
of
Warren;
Ruth Avery, Lucy Hill,
Wednesday, June 9, by special train

L I V E A N I M A L T R A P market
Thebe,tboI,rapon
the
to day.

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true ecuntific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait.
All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GATGtt

’E M

A LIVE

AND

M AK E

M ORE

M ONEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
BOX W, OAK PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

P H ILL IP S ,

M A I N E , JU^NE 17, 1915.

Mabel Booth, Stella Roberts of East- Foster came in here Saturday night this region made a short stay here
port; Lulu M. Hoyt, Grace M. Hoyt with, a handsome 4-pound salmon he this .week.
cf Rumford Center, Agnes P. Man- had taken on the fly.
Messrs. D. W ilcox and E. B. Hough
tor; Mildred B. Chute of Skowhegan;
This week a number of the “ old cf Providence, R. I., who yesterday
Lynnie E. Passmore of Butte, Mon timers” are expected and soon the i located in Camp Cupsuptic for a
tana, Helen M. Pike of Livermore happy Mountain View family will be two weeks’ stay have this morning,
Falls; Ida R. Russ of Mount Ver home for the good old .summer time. with W alter W ight guide, started afnon; Hattie M. Wentworth of Thomter their share of the ‘ ‘big ones.”
astown; Marion D. Carleton of Ply
Dr. J. G. Eddy of Providence, who
mouth, Mass.; Hazel C. Webber of
spent most of May here gave such
Jay; M. Estelle Randell of Beverly,
glowing account of the sport
his
Mass.; Laura Smith of
Gardiner;
party had, the gentlemen decided to
Berle A. Frost, Fannie M. Niles,
come and see ,fo r themselves jf the
Grace D. Hirrard of Monmouth; Jos
half had been told.
eph ine S. Emerson of Bocthbay Has Boston Gentleman
Adds to His
Among the best-known parties, who
her; Velma A. Blake of Booth bay;
are
welcomed each season at The
Fame by Catching Largest
Muriel L. Kennison, Mariane E. KenBarker are the Gage party of Brook
nison cf Temple; Lura E. Pratt of
Salmon
lyn, N. Y., who arrived last evening
Troy; M. Cornelia Dwelley of Bruns
and this year include Mr. and Mrs.
wick; Lena E. Noyes of East Wilton;
B. W. Gage and daughter, Miss Mar
Harriet Campbell of W. Southport;
(Special Correspondence.)
garet Gage, Dr. Magnus T. Hooper of
Lottie Oliver - of West Mills; Marion
The Barker,
MooselookmeguntkBrooklyn and Mrs. Barnett and Miss
L. Blake of Vinalhaven; S. Jennie Lake, June 12.—Last night fifteen
Webb of Watertown, N. Y., who will
Adams of New Portland;
Marion guests arrived and this morning they
keep the hearth-stone warm, in one
Southwick of Milton Mills; Annie are all talking fish and as merry a
of the camps during this month. As
Bell Morris of Bingham; Rose SkP- party as often come to the lakes.
they have for guides Harry Nelson,
lings of Auburn.
After a much en When they read the fish record they
Oscar Parker and Ernest DeMerrett,
joyed and well-served dinner cf all decided they could do as well,
there will be many a good fish reel
which this hotel is well noted, the and as there are as big fish in the
ed in , by them before they leave
merry company adjourned to
the lake as have yet been caught,
we camp.
large music room, where followed ti e expect the fishing tackle
business
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bootbby of
class parts, which had been assigned will be good even if the fish are net
Portland came yesterday in
their
Toastmistress.
Miiss landed.
as follows:
new Hudson touring car which will
Ruth Austin; Class History, Miss!
One o f the old time parties .who be kept in the garage here fqr the
Maxi on Johnson, Miss Hilda Good- j
are glad to return number seven, the summer while they are
at their
win; Class Prophecy, Miss Mildred
lucky number, Mr. and Mrs. M. B. beautiful camp at Hirobsamccok. r
Chute, Miss Louise Sullivan; Class'
Young, E. Louis Young, Mr. and Mrs.
W ill, Wiliam Hayden; Class Poem,!
C. H. Frisbee cf Norwich, Conn., Mrs.
Miss Cornelia D w elly; Class Gifts,
Nichols and Mrs. Rogers of Provi P A IR I N G B A S E B A L L W I T H TRAP
Mis.s Cassie Brown, Miss Florence
SH O O TIN G .
dence, R. I.
Bob Martin,
Gard
Dyer.
An hour was passed around
Hinkley and Chas. Record are the
the hotel grounds or in row boats
guides who are now getting ready to
The latest evidence of the growing
on the lake, the State fish hatchery
take them where the fish hide.
parallel of base ball and trap shoot
was visited before the Captain of tile
steamboat Rangeley called ‘‘all
a-1 Hon. Arthur B. Chapin o f Boston ing is found in the co-operation be
board,” and cheers were given for has added to hie fame by catching tween the base ball and gun clubs at
Realizing the fact that
a Buhl, Ida.
Mountain View and the happy com the largest salmon of the week,
pounds, the followers and devotees of the
pany started on their return to Far 6% pounder, also one 4%
mington.
For many years to come Bill Lufkin guide, and we hope he two sports are the same people, the
may the graduating class of ti e Far will “land a 10-pcunder ^ to take to officials of the gun club have made
mington Normal school spend their Gov. Walsh before he reels in next an arrangement with the base Kall
club for the holding of the shooting
Class Day in as pleasant a manner week.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren M. Breed of events on the same field that the
at this charming spot.
ball club occupies.
When the ball
A fter a delightful stay cf a week, Lynn, Mass., who left yesterday h.ad
club is not playing, the grounds will
the
best
fishing
they
have
had
for
Mrs. E. H. Close and son, G. V.
be used for shooting purposes. This
Close and Henry- Liskind of Boston i many years, and Mrs. Breed during
can be easily accomplished by the
her
ten
days’
sojourn
recorded
sal
left for home this morning. They had
erection of a barrier at the fence
good fishing and a most
pleasant mon weighing 5 1-2 pounds, 5 pounds,
to
catch the stray shot and targets.
Stay.
; 4 pounds, 3 3-4 pounds and Mr. Breed
one 4 1-4 pounds, a 4-pounder and As the ball parks are usually situat
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Curtis cf
ed close to, or in the heart of, the
one 3 pounds, Tom Canadian guide.
Providence, R. I., who were touring (
W. iS. Hixon, Lynn, Mass.,
has towns, this means that the shooters
Maine in their auto were week-end
distinguished ihimself as an angler will be able to enjoy their pastime
guests of this hotel.
j
and taking the lead among the fish without traveling out into the coun
The tennis court is in excellent ermen at The Barker.
This is one of the reasons whyMonday, he try.
shape and the young people are now came in with a pair of salmon weigh trap shooting has never become a
enjoying the game.
Grounds are
ing 5 pounds and 3 pounds.
Tues sport for spectators.
Coming across from Stratton .n day he caught a trio of salmon that usually located in such inaccessible
their touring car, the
following attracted much attention, weighing places that only the actual contes
people at Rangeley had Ernest L. 5 1-4 pounds, 5 pounds and 4 pounds, tants and the hardy followers of the
Haley in one of has boats take them W ill Lufkin guide.
The next morn sport are willing to take the trouble
for a sale around the lake Sunday ing he started fo r heme declaring in and put up with the inconvenience of
and took dinner here returning in the more than twenty years lie has traveling to the shooting fields. Such
the evening:
Messrs. E. P. Walton, fished the Mooselookmeguntic he nev a combination can easily be effected
W. A. Dee, S. B. Daggett, E. Mayo er had such goed fishing. His friend, in all of the baseball towns of the
This might also solve one
of Stratton and J. M. Green of St. C. S. Grover caught many trout and country.
Johns, East Newfoundland.
salmon but not a 3-pcunder.
They of the problems for ball clubs. Now
have they are confronted with the quest
The following party in their tour- are coming again for they
ball
ing cars spent Sunday nigl t here: changed their minds as they thought ion of what to do with their
parks in the six months of the year
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Baxter and the fishing was played out.
daughter, Miss Ruth and sons, T. F. ! Wednesday, Dr. and Mrs. Gehring, when base ball is not practiced. Trap
question
Baxter, Jr., and Philip of Boston; Mr Messrs. W . J. Upson, Wm. Bingham, shooting would solve this
and
keep
tk,e
parks
occupied
at all
and Mrs. J. C. Abbott and sons,- J. 2nd., and B. H. Spencer came from
times.
Fietcher and Robert Abbott of Low Bethel to enjoy log cabin life for the
ell.
This morning they went
to first time, and are very enthusiastic
Camp Mconaliarris for a two weeks’ over this part of the state, and the
fishing at the Rangeleys. W m . Bing
stay.
wealthy
Carroll Snow of Boston came last ham, 2nd., the well-known
week to have charge of the dining Cleveland, Ohio, gentleman, two years
and
room this summer.
He had had a ago at the solicitation of Dr.
number of years of experience in Mrs. J. G. Gehring o f Bethel, under
Last Tuesday morning, in the ear
other hotels and will be very popu took to build a modern and up-tohours,
Oscar Lewis saw a large bu
date
hotel.
To-dav
the
Bethel
Inn
lar with the guests.
Miss Katherine Roeschen of Phila which is so well known the country moose near liis home, walking i
The moose, aft'
delphia is expected this week
and over, has been completed and many i-ourth Avenue.
the Tea House on the read between of the tourists who motor through taking a look at Black’s garage ai
across not finding a ‘‘Ford” handy, he ma<
here and Haines Landing will soon the White Mountains and
his way up towards Summit stref
from
Bethel
tarry
there.
Dr.
Gehring
be open and the city people from
sal and from there to the woods.— Tl
all over the region spending happy yesterday caught a 3Yz pound
Woodland Press.
hours at the ‘‘Little Brown House mon, but bis wife takes the lead as
she has caught salmon weighing 3 1-4
cn the Trail.”
Mr. and Mrs. Maxruilliam Fotser pounds, 3 1-2 pounds and 3 pounds. P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D
and little daughter of New York are Webb Boulter is their guide.
LAU N CH ES.
Tw o young gentlemen from Brown’s
now at Camp Anthony, their pretty
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
summer place on the lake shore. Mr. University, w.h.o are-c-n a trip through

GAGE PARTY OF
BROOKLYN HERE

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B o s t o n to w o r k o r s t u d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s t o n f o r
p le a s u r e o r on a s h o p p in g
t r i p w it h o u t m a le e s c o r t w i l l
fin d t h e

Franklin Square
House
a d e li g h t f u l p la c e to s t o p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e h e a r t , o f
B o sto n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 r o o m s , s a f e , c o m 
f o r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t o f a c c e s s ,
p r ic e s r e a s o n a b le .
F o r p a r
t i c u l a r s a n d p r ic e s a d d r e s s

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALM ER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W . P IC K E L ,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting: Goods, Fishing: Tackit.
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A N G fcLE Y .
.
M A IN E

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for

Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence.

Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Maim*

M AIN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , j f f N E

17, 1915.

titled to resume the title o f Cris
tivomer.
In this connection, I beg to refer
to another matter which hears upon
this question but not directly upon
the New England chars.
Mr.
C.
Tate Regan, of the British Museum,
has decided that the generic name
Oncorhynchus which has been adopt
ed for the Pacific salmon is no longhe sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he
ei tenable because he found an in
needs it.
dividual of a Japanese species, which
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being
was supposed to be of the group
preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing
formerly called^ Oncorhynchus, having
the leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
as few anal rays as the genus Salmo. One of the distinguishing marks
with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural flavor and
of the genus had been held to be
strength o f tobacco escape w h en cut or granulated.
the more numerous rays in the anal
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
fin than in that of the genus Salmo.
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but, it
However, besides some minor
as
sociated or combined differential
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of
characters, the Pacific salmon have
its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
one prominent characteristic
that
Plug Form.
sets them out as a sharply defined
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
group of fishes, and which, taken in
combination with predominant, if net
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
defined, structural chara ters, I think
judge for yourself.
should be regarded as sufficient to
distinguish it as a genus. That char
acteristic is that the fishes compos
ing this group invariably die
soon
after having reproduced once only
in their life time.
Reverting to the New
England
trouts, the four pictures
following
the lake trout are of the blue-back
trout ■ (demonstration).
For many
years this fish was supposed to be
peculiar to the Rangeley
lake in
western Maine, but wg,s comparative
ly recently discovered in Rainbow
lake, the headwaters of a tributary
of the W est Branch of the Penob
es o f some rivers as far south as scot river.
The first published des
Georgia and Alabama.
cription of this species was by Gir
Th e typical char of Europe is Sai ard in 1853, from which time no
velinus alpinus, which is nominally other species cf the saiblimg group
represented in Greenland by Salvel- of chars was recognized in
New
inus stagnalis and in the north P a cif England until about 1885, when the
Taxonomic and Fish Cultural Notes ic by Saivelinus malma. There are golden trout of Sunapee lake was
interm ediate nominal species, how discovered.
A peculiarity cf the
ever, which are apparently so closely blue-back was that until comparative
by W . C . Kendall.
related that from descriptions
and ly recently they were small fish, nev
scanty material it is difficult to de er over 9 or 10 inches long and. nev
The following is reprinted
from cide where cue species leaves o ff and er varied from about one-fifth of a
Some
authorities pound each. They were hardly ever
the Transactions American Fisher another begins.
ies Society, March 1915; by W illiam regard all or most of them as consti taken on a hook but were netted by
Converse Kendall, assistant, Bureau tuting one species composed of var tile inhabitants in large quantities as
ious forms, each possessing charac they ascended the effluents to spawn
of Fisheries:
teristics of m erely local significance. appearing in those places about the
Finally they be
I have no formal paper to present,
The first two pictures shown you tenth of October.
hat should like to call your atteu-, (dem onstration) are of the common gan to decrease rapidly in number,
ton to a few matters pertaining to, lake trout from a small lake
in so rapidly that the Maine Fish Com
to
the chars or “ trouts” of N ew Eng western Maine.
In Maine,
it
Is mission considered it necessary
land, which include the ‘ ‘brook trout” known as “ togue” and in New Hamp prohibit catching them by any means.
as
as their best known representative.
shire and Vermont as “ lunge”
or The commissioners apparently
Authorities d iffer regarding
their “ longe,” .a-nd father west as “ lake cribed the growing scarcity to ex
cessive and untimely fishing.
But
jeographical distribution and -whether trout,” ‘‘ Mackinaw trout,” etc.
or not the different forms should be
Th e lake trout has been regarded such fishing had been carried on for
regarded as distinct species.
Th ey as a distinct genus from the rest of fifty, seventy-five or a hundred years
are mainly boreal and of wide dis the chars and for a long time here with no apparent reduction in the
Finally, how
tribution in the northern hemisphere, the generic name of
Cristivomer. number of the fish.
ever,
they
became
so
scarce that
as a group extending entirely around This genus was apparently
based
the globe and northward to even be upon the form o f the vomer alone, when I was up there in 1901 we had
and
yond the limits of open water. Th ere but it has recently been shown that a man on those brooks night
are southward extensions and more this ground is untenable. Therefore, day and failed to secure a single
or less isolated occurrences as far according to the rules of taxonomy, fish and none were seen in any of
We
as southern Europe and in the United this genus Cristivom er has to
be their former spawning places.
States to New England and northern abandoned and the fish again fal s (did manage to secure one fish, in
about
California.
The brook trout, how into the generic group designated as Kennebago stream, weighing
ever, is found in the mountain sourc- Saivelinus.
H owever,
while
this three-quarters cf a pound, which was
character alone does not serve
to much larger than usual. I got several
generically distinguish it, there are others in 1903 and 1904, all large
Subsequently they appear to
indications that there may be found fish.
have
become
extinct.
The few that
some other quite tangible characters,
or even more than tangible—some remained prior to their disappear
The cause
thing that we can get hold of and ance increased in size.
T H E TABLE
of
the
extinction,
I
believe,
was the
grasp— that w ill separate it
as a
In Effect May 3, 1915
distinct genus, regardless of the char “ successful” introduction of the land
with
the
acter o f the vomer.
As
a rule, locked salmon, which,
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave F arm 
common trout, subsisted to a great
we
cannot
find
one
character
alone
ingtonfor Phillips. Itangeley, Kingfield anti B ig extent upon the little blue-backs. The
slowat 5:15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12:07 P. M. that can be regarded as
of generic
Puienger trains arrive from Phillips at 0:55 A .
the
There must be a combina blue-backs disappeared down
Land from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at value.
MOP. M.
tion of characteristics and each of maws of the salmon, as it were. It
feed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.. and leaves at
these may alone be of little signifi was not until 1891 that other food
11:00P. M.
was afforded them by the introduc
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farm ing- cance or value but in combination
tanat 6:23 A. M.“ and 1:37 P. M . for Ph illips at wholly sufficient.
In regard to the tion of the smelt, which was too late

Ask Any Sackle Sm oker Why

CHARS OR TROUT
OF NEW ENGLAND!

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

12:37P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5:16
P.M., and for Kingfield and Bigelow at f:60 P. M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37
P.M. and 5:46 P. M ..from Bigelow at 1:26 P. M..
fromRangeley at 1:37 P. M „ and from Phillips at
*23A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A . M .,
tron Rangeley at 10:35 A . M. and from Kingfield
8:io A. M
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 1:45 P. M., for
Farmingto* at 8:45 A . M.. for Bigelow at 9:00 A .
Land for Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M.
iPHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Form

'ngton at 6:00 A. M. and 1:15 P. M ., fov Rangeley
« 6:13 P. M.
P>8senger trains arrive from FarmiAgton at 12:55
P.M. and 6:08 P. M.. from Rangeley at 1:05 P. M.
Mixed trains leave for Farmington at 7:30 A . M ..
itangeley at 1:20 P. M., Strong 10:15 A . M.
Mixed trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M .,
bom Strong at 12:26 P. M.. and from Farmington
at2:15 p. M.
R AN G E LEY - Passenger train leaves for Farm 'rton at 11:25 A. M., and arrives from F arm ing-

tonat 7:50 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Strong at 3:15 P. M.
analeaves at 7:30 A. M.
SALEM—Passen g'r train leaves at l:00jP. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bigelowat9:00 A. M. and 6:38 P. M., fo r Farmington
112:40 P. M.
BIGELOW— Passenger train leaves for Farm ngton at 10:50 A . M., and arrives from F arm ingboat 7:28 P. M., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
F- N . B E A L jG e n e r a l M anager

The later phenomenal increase in
size of the blue-back was probably
attributable to the smelt, in the
young of which it found an increased
and unaccustomed abundant food sup
ply, as the yong smelt apparently go
into deep water while almost in a
larval state.
The pictures following those of the
blue-back are of the famous golden
trout, or Saivelinus aureolu'.s of Sun
apee lake (demonstration).
It was
not described until 1887. It' is close
ly related to the blue-back, and it is
difficult to distinguish the preserved
dead specimens of this fish from
blue-hacks of the same size
under
the same conditions.
In fact, it
was believed by many to have ap
peared in Sunapee lake as the result
of the introduction o f
blue-backs.
Some, however, maintained that it
was the introduced European s a i l 
ing.
Those who advocated the bluedistinctive characters must be dem back theory would have been delight
onstrated before the fish can be en ed had they foreseen the increase in

lake
trout, one apparently minor
characteristic
is
a
permanently
strongly forked tail, and another is
its general deep water habitat. Oth
er chars have forked tails in their
younger stages and in some instan
ces the character is retained in lat
er life, but this is irregular and in
constant in those fishes while it is
constant in the lake trout. The fork
ed. tail alone, however, will not avail, so it must be associated with
other characters which investigation
may quite 'probably reveal, for
the
fact that the younger stages of other
SalvelAni have forked tails and the
lake trout a permanent one suggests
that the lake trout originated earlier
in the line of ascent or
evolution
than did the other chars from some
common fork-tailed ancestry. If this
is true th,e lake trout must natural
ly and necessarily be a distinct gen
us.
H ow ever, the combination
of

a

size cf that fish in Rangeley lake, as wharf, and the cry for “ help, help,”
the principal argument of the oppon-( brought several guides to the shore
ents of the theory was that the Ran with a landing net, and when the sal
geley blue-back was always a much mon was weighed it tipped the scales
smaller fish.
Regarding this fish, I at 5 pounds.
Mr, Trombly took the
have fears, which, however, are not next train for Boston with the sal
shared in by many who are familiar mon to show his friends.
with the conditions at Sunapee, that
Mr. and Mrs. Warren M. Breed of
the beautiful golden trout, unless the Lynn, Mass., came to-day for a short
object of the utmost conservative at stay.
tention, is doomed to extinction in
Mrs. J. G. Godding of Boston is
the same way and for a similar rea
here and will during her sojourn put
son as the Rangeley blue-back.
their camp on the lake shore in order
A fter the pictures of the Sunapee for the summer.
trout you come to the ‘‘peculiar
Miss Cecil S. Browne of Lynn,
trout” of Monadnock lake or Dublin Mass., the popular assistant in the
pend, New Hampshire, described and hotel office and leader of the orches
named by Mr. Samuel Garman, of the tra, with Jim O’Brion guide, has dis
Museum of Comparative
Zoology, tinguished herself by catching a 3(4
Cambridge, in 1885.
This fish (dem pound salmon this week.
onstration) was the subject of con
Capt. D. T. Merrill, U. S. Army,
troversy for many years, to
settle
with Boh Martin guide has had good
which specimens were sent,
from
sport with the salmon this week, re
time to time, to different authorities.
cording one 6 pounds, a 3V2 pounder,
It was sometime in the early sixties
and one 3X
A pounds.
that Prof. Louis Agassiz, having re-:
Messrs.
S. H. Durkee and R. I. Laceived some specimens,
considered
Marc
he
of
New York were here for
them closely allied to a form found r
Switzerland.
Later, Prof. Baird pro the week-end and Mr. LaMarche with
nounced it a variety of the common Dick O’Brion, guide brought in a 6%
lake trout, after which, by others, it pound salmon.
Messrs. Chas. F. Cotter of Lynn,
was denominated a color form of the
common brook trout, and apparently, Mass., and F. X. Johnston of Boston
subsequently to mis description of it left for home this morning, having
as a new species, Garman regarded had good luck and a fine trip. A 5it as a color variety of the brook pounder was their biggest and several
Both
trout.
To cut a long story short, I 3-pounders they reeled in.
will simply state that the trout ap gentlemen hope to return with their
pears to be in its habits and general families for an extended stay later
appearance mere closely allied to the in the season.
golden trout of Sunapee lake and the
The trail up Bald Mountain is in
blue-back of Rangeley than to the! good shape and for a morning's exer
common trout.
A ll that it seems to cise just a nice trip.
have in common with the latter is
The motor boats are now in demand
the mottled dorsal and caudal fins.
for parties who want a picnic on the
The last picture (demonstration) is lake shore or to make a trip up Cupnot a good representative of the suptic.
Everyone is glad to welcome James
brook trout as we know it, but in
respect to its coloration there is an Cameron of Portland, who is known
interesting fact.
That fish was ar as “ Sunny Jim” and is now visiting
tificially raised in a little pond in with Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Welch.
On Monday Mr. and Mrs. Harry A.
Falmouth, Maine.
You will notice
in
that the colors of the ventral region Furbish entertained Mrs. Burns
are brilliant orange or yellow.
The honor of her birthday and in the
trout from which the eggs were ob afternoon with Mrs. James Mathieson
tained that produced the Falmouth and Mrs. Wm. Tibbetts took an auto
“ Many hap
fish were from a pond in Hollis, mobile ride to Stratton.
Maine. They were of an intense rose py returns of the day” say we all.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene McCarty of
color, but in their progeny became
at
the yellow trout of Falmouth, indicat Rumford were week-end guests
ing that color of this kind alone can this hotel.
The summer people who have for
be of no specific value, at least so
far as the brook trout are concern months had their camps engaged are
coming very soon, and it will not be
ed.
deng
before mid-summer is with us.
(To be continued n our next.)
\
] Mrs. Hobart, widow of the late
Vice President Hobart has been the
guest of her sen, Mr. and Mrs. G-arret Hobart at their beautiful camp,
which will he open during the sum
mer, and the family who will be at
Poland Springs will spend part of the
time here.
New Road to Be Built and Old
The flag is again flying at the
Ones Improved.
camp of the late Senator Wm.
P.
Frye, and his daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Briggs of Wash
(Special Correspondence.)
ington, D. C., are there for the sum
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines mer.
Landing, June 11— The rain has come
The crooked way is being
made
at last, and everyone is glad. A real straight from Haines
Landing
to
old-fashioned rain storm would be a Oquossoc and when the crew get the
blessing to this part of the. country, work on the road finishedi t will be
for everywhere it is very dry, the much, better for the motor travel. A
reads dusty and who would not like new road is also to be built from
to see the water in the lake rise sev R. L. Spotts’ camp to the main road,
eral feet?
coming out near the postcffice.
The fishing has continued to be
At ail the camps and hotels one of
good, and no doubt there will be the evening entertainments after a
many good catches recorde 1 before rain is ‘‘jacking angle worms”
and
the trolling season is over.
with the market price at $1.50 p «r
Ira Richards of North
Attleboro, quart there is a profit as well as a
Mass.', who first came to the Range- pleasure if one is as quick as the
leys 41 years ago, is greatly .enjoy worms.
“ Planting angle worms” is
ing his annual stay at this hotel, Mr. no joke for often the campers on the
Richards lias not lost his skill as an lake shore plant them, and feed them
expert fly fisherman, and enjoys the by turning milk on the soil.
This is
sport as keenly as ever.
One after no fish story either, but if doubted
noon this week with Frank
Fall, come and see what great big
fat
guide Mr. Richards caught 41 trout worms are served to the fish in
on the fly weighing from one-half to Mooseloobmeguntic Lake.
a pound each, but kilLed only enough
for his supper.
Of this number he
had six doubles in taking 15 fish and
12 doubles taking 34 fish.
Did any
one say,“ tli ere is no fly risking on
Mooselookmeguntic Lake?”
H.
E. Trombly of Boston can tell
Horace C. Day, of Lewiston, lias a
a good, fish story, or at least the
people who watched him bring in the theory, according to the Lewiston
salmon can tell a story about his Journal, by the application of which
luck.
Mr. Trombly was liere only the weight of a fish can be deter
Day says:
a short time and alone started off mined without weighing.
with the row boat and when nearly “ A trout, 13 inches long, will weigh
Take the cube of
the
up to Brown Island a salmon struck. a pound.
The sport began, for the fisherman length of a fish and divide the re
had no net and never fished the Ran sult by the cube of 13 and it will
geley wraters before. With one hand give you the number of pounds that
According
to
he held the rod. Now and then he a fish will weigh.
would drop the oar and reel in; then these figures a fish 28 inches long
to help matters the salmon started would weigh eight pounds.” Day as
for Haines Landing making the water serts that he never knew his method
fly as out he jumped.
It was near to fail in fixing the the weight of a
ly an hour before he came near the fish if the length is known.

GREAT LUCK
WITH DOUBLES

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

M A IN E
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MAINE WOODS

W OO D S,

P H ILL IP S ,
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17, 1915.

Pillsbury and George
Pi'lsbury the guides took a hand it was sent
Song, “ Topsy Turvey,”
pupils flying.
Every day the party go cut
»
E. E. Patridge.
and have their dinner cooked
on
ISSUED WEEKLY
the lake shore.
They' also make
j. W . B ra c k e tt Co* L U C K W IT H T H E O L D - T IM E AN G up a purse of $10 each day, wiiich
Phillips, Maine
at night is divided among the guides
LER.
thus, for the largest
fish
caught
L. B. BRACKETT,
$3.50, next $3, then $2 and $1.50 and
(Continued from page one.)
Business Manager
a $10 bill is put in the pool to be
Camp went down into the pool.' Bike
given the last day to the guide whose
many another fair angler, who has
OUTING EDITION
boat has during the week brought in
psges ................................... .
i'-WI per year troubled the pool, with a small
fly
the largest fish during the trip. Thus
LOCAL EDITION
Mrs. Dougherty sent the line like a
it is that $100 extra will be distribut
18 and lo p a g e s ............................. S1.6C oer year shiver thread in the sunshine out over
ed among the guides as a gift.
Cam diin, Maxiean. Cai)a>n and Panama subAgain and again
the I
sjrip tijn >0 ce its extra. Foreign subscription the water.
The Boston Club lias been .open
little fly floated. a moment. Soon a
f ce n ts e x tr a .
for
two weeks, and the four
wellsalmon who was hungry thought to I
Jersey City
Watered as second class matter. January 21. have a dainty lunch and made a rise j known gentlemen from
19J9. at the postoflBce at Phillips. Maine, under
outing .there,
for the fly, was hooked and began to j greatly enjoyed their
the Act of March 3. 1879,
Judge
G.
G.
Tennant,
Judge
Mark
fight for his life.
Eut Mrs. Dough- j
Tea Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire erty had the prize well hooked
and |Sullivan, Judge J. C. McCarthey and
They caught
state oi Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp- for sometime, while from
the shore j Di. O. R. Blanchard.
i a sc and Outing news, and the Franklin county
pound
and the hotel piazza the guests ; plenty cf fish, but a 3 1-2
lo rally.
tro-ut
and
a
3-pcund
salmon
were
played the |
Msine Woods solicits communications and fish watched the spcrt, she
Their guides
were
and game photographs from ta readers.
fish and brought to net the salmon j their largest.
Hewey,
When ordering the address oi your paper
that weighed just 4 pounds, and thus Hollis Ellingwood, Carrol
changed, please give the old as wed as new
Bert Hutchins, Charles Turner, and
the
first
lady
has
penned
her
name
a Idress.
on the book of fame at JJtppefr Dam. the cook was Archie Archibald. The
On Sunday Os-car Dyke, one of the first of July Judge Tennant will re
T H U R S D A Y , J U N E 17, 1915.
guides, was practicing for old times! turn, accompanied by his family to
sake casting the fly in the pool and i spend two months at Boston Club
camp.
caught a 4-pound, 1-ounce salmon.

DELIGHTFUL TRIP
BY GUESTS

Entertainment at Quirnby Schqolhouse Much Enjoyed and
Nearly $50 Netted
(Special Correspondence.)

Mingo Hill,-June 13.— No ball game
on our field last week as the West
Rangeleys went to Stratton and with
the addition of Herb Welch, who
plays with our boys when he does
not bring a team of his own from
Haines Landing, won from the Strat
ton team by the close score of 4 to
3.
The guests at the S p rig s,
with
Professor Lambert’s assistance have
been having royal gocd times visit
ing the many points of interest han
dily reached from here. The trip to
Herrick’s rustic camp near Spatted
Mountain proved to be a particularly
interesting one taking in the full
length of Dodge Pond and skirting
Round Pond.
The beaver dam on
I.ocklin’ brook was visited and the
intelligent wcrk of those little
en
gineers inspected. South Bog streaih
was paddled up to the head of nav
igation and many otiher fishing and
picnic trips were indulged in.
Mrs. George O. Cutler came from
^Portland for a few days’ stay with
her daughter, Miss Maude, who has
been enjoying her annual outing here
and they left for home to-day, going
to Farmington in Dean N ile’s
car,
which is proving a great convenience
to the guests of the hotel.
Last evening the guests and all
the neighbors helped to fill the Quimby school.house, the occasion being
one of those box suppers, following
an entertainment by the scholars, as
sisted by their relatives and friends.
The proceeds nearly $50 are to be
used in making improvements to the
sehoolhouse and its furnishings. The
house was crowded to the doors with
an appreciative audience, which de
manded several encore-. The “ dram
as” were well interpreted, particular
ly ‘ ‘Parliamentary Law ” in which
Melvin Nile as chairman, with
ap
propriate dignity attempted to ex
plain to the young people the prop
er methods in debating.
The three
young ladies were very natural and
their breezy laughter and puzzling
questions as to the identity of “ The
Chair” and “ The Chairman” were
capitally put.
Elton Quimbv auct
ioneered off the boxes in a persuasiv
way, which coaxed t’ e coin
from
many a beau .anxious to share his
best girl’s lunch.
The program in detail follows:
Song, “ Little Jack,”*
pupils 2nd. and 3rd. classes
Recitation,
Lecn
Pillsbury
Drama, ‘‘Played and Lost,” Ruth
Hamblin, Bradford Nile, Harold
Quirnby, Clyde Pillsbury and
Elton Quirnby
Song, “ Rip Van Winkle was a.
Lucky Man,”
pupils
Reading, “ The Last Hymn,”
Mrs. Ralph Staples
Drama, “ Parliamentary Law,”
Melvin Nile chairman, Irene
Wilbur, Doris Ross, Annis
Love, Holman Quirnby and
Fulton Nile
Recitation, ‘‘Parson Jingle Jaw’s
Surprise,”
Alton Quirnby
Drama, ‘ ‘Courtship Under Difficul
ties,”
Elvie Pillsbury, Paul

way to reach Big Island, and were
here for the week-end, went home
# ia South Rangeley.
J. A. Ludington of Pasadena, Cal.,
who is chauffeur for Edw. S. Crock
er of Fitchburg, Mass., is stopping
here for the present and this week
was joined by Mrs. Ludington.
Mr. and Mrs. W. §. Dudley of Mer
iden, Conn., were here last year for
the first time and were so
much
pleased with the place decided
to
come for a longer stay, and
with
their touring car, accompanied by
Mrs. W. B. Harding of the same city,
after a delightful motor trip
from
their home, are now located at this
hotel for a two weeks’ •stay. Every
morning thte party start out in their
auto.
Mr. Dudley is very fpnd of
brook fishing and when they reach a
place -where it looks like a good
spot for the speckled beauties to
l:ide,' while the ladies enjoy a good
book or a bit of needle work in the
car or by the roadside, Mr. Dudley
fishes the stream and always
re
turns with a well-filled basket.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Parscns of
Skowhegan motored across the coun
try and made a short stay this week.
Another party while touring Maine
Dr. ftnd Mrs. J. F. Trail of BiddeThe following fish have been caught
tarried here several days, Mr. .and
on the fly at the famous pool at ford, who for two weeks with John
Mrs. Wm. Zuaid of New York and
Upper Dam this week:
James C. j Chadwick guide have been enjoying
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Howard of Au
life
at
their
camp
on
the
lake
shore
Dougherty of Syracuse, New Y o rk ,;
gusta.
one of the expert fly fishermen of i went home this morning.
Tw o other parties en route
for
the country has, with a white tipped |
the Megantic Club have registered
Montreal, small hook, caught
f iv e !
jhere this week, Messrs. Louis W.
salmon weighing 3 pounds, 3 ounces; .
Downes, Martin S. Faiming cf Provi
6 pounds, 4 ounces; 5 pounds,
14
dence, R. I., R. E. and Master R.
ounces; 3 pounds, 5 ounces; and 3 ;
H. Traisser of Boston.
pounds, 9 ounces.
First lady
to
Hon. H. A. Furbish is taking his
catch a fish on the fly from the poc-11
meals at this hotel, while Mrs. Fur
was Mrs. Dougherty a 3-pound, 9- j
ounce salmon.
Oscar Dyke, one of j Cub Bear at York Camps Interests bish is for a two weeks' stay at their
camp at Kennebago Lake.
the guides caught a 4-poupd, 1-oun.ce j
the Guests, Many Megantic
During the past week about 50
salmon, and Mr. Dougherty yesterday
traveling
men have registered at this
Club
Members
Register
landed one 3 pounds, 9 ounces. Therfc
hotel
and
a large number of them
is no one in the pool at this writing,
have made a quick trip to and from
(Special Correspondence.)
but the fish are there all the same.
Rangeley Tavern, Rangeley,
Me., Stratton by auto.
Last night Fred N. Abbott of Law
Already parties are planing to y>me
the
rence, Mass., arrived and this morn-1 June 16.—As one travels over
here
for the October hunting.
ing was met by liis guide, Chester ; State of Maine they find everywhere
A t the farm, Lake View Hcuse, on
Sweat.
They have packed up sup- [ among the hills, on the lake shore
plies and started off for a two weeks’ and by the sea side attractive sum the road overlooking the lake and
camping trip in pie wilderness be mer hotels, but in winter time they country for miles around, in summer
yond Little Beaver Pond on the side are closed, and when a hotel well time frcm July until late in Septem
cf Aziscoos Mountain. There
“ far located amid the best scenery of ber, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis have
frcm the haunts of men” they must iNew England, offers not only a most for a number of years had all the
catch what fish they want to eat desirable place for the summer time, city people they could care for, and
earlier
and live alone close to the heart cf but in winter, as well, as does this they are this year coming
than
ever
before.
Nature, with the music cf the wild Tavern, it is a happy surprise.
P. J. Grant of Princeton, N. J.,
Miss Katherine Nice of
©gontz,
birds and “ skeets” to entertain them.
has
to who came several days ago
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. White of Penn., last October came here
arranged
for
his
family
to
join
him
Lewiston go home to-day, afer a week spend the winter and remained until
in camp.
They have had gocd fish-; this week, when she returned to Ken- this week.
The country in this section
has
in
ing but no big ones have they sue-1 nebago for the second summer,
ceeded in landing, but proved the old ! perfect health, to enjoy woods life. been greatly improved by the recent
saying that “ the biggest fish always j While here Miss Nice by her kind rains end is now in all the beauty
get away.”
ness and pleasant manner won a of mid-June.

FINE ALL YEAR
AROUND HOTEL

Mr. and Mrs. Henry George of New host of friends among the village
York, who came two years age for folks, and added much to the social
mid
the first time were so much pleased , life of this little village in
with the place they have returned to \winter. No doubt next winter, others
spend a month in Camp Kirk. Ernest who wish for a comfortable, home
Grant is the guide who will net the like place to spend the months in re
gaining health before returning to
big fish for them.
N.
R. Hopkins of New York camethe rush of city life, will follow the
last evening for his second trip this example of this charming young lady
year, and has brought with him an and locate here when the autumn
other jolly, happy party of 11 gen days come and the camps and hotels
tlemen.
All are connected with the In this region close for the season.
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Far
Oxford Paper Company, whose big
mill in Runfford is fast changing the mington, now that St. Lukes chapel
this
trees cf our’ forest into paper. The is open -will ’ be a guest at
party, who this time are located in hotel every week.
Liberty Hall Camp include Messrs.
Miss Beatrice L. Jones of Lynn,
John Carroll, C. J. Darcy,.John Hcdg- Mass., who for two years has been
son, J. M. Mackay, George Moyer, T. a very popular and efficient teacher
S. WaMiing, John S. Watson, Guston in the High school of this village,
Zees© of New York City, Ray Har has resigned her position and . will
ris of Rum ford, E. O. Ha llh erg
of teach in Massachusetts next year.
Boston and Paul Kellogg of Buffalo, Miss Jones is spending several weeks
N. Y.
The guides are George Thom at this hotel, visiting the different
as, Grin Dyke, Charles Turner, Ctis places cf interest and her friend,
Mason, Lecn Mclntire, Fern
Phil- Miss Marjorie Libby of Auburn
is
brick, Wallace Stevens and Hollis with her.
Miss Libby was accom
ELlingwood.
The city
gentlemen; panied by her mother, Mrs. N. P.
came by beat frcm New York to Libby and aunts, Miss Lulla Tibbetts
Portland, then at Rumford they spent of Auburn and Mrs. S. M. Robbins of
a day locking over the paper mills Boston, who came for the week-end.
and watching the latest and most Misses Jones and Libby spent Sun
wonderful machines change wood in day at Kennebago with Miss Nice,
to paper.
They were happily sur making the trip by buckboard.
At
prised to find friends who knew cf York Camps, Leon Lake they were
their coming had been fishing, and much interested in seeing a hand
Chef Hinfile had five salmon planked some cub bear and two young foxes
for their supper, which was a feast that when the forest fire was raging
even the New York hotels cannot at Kennebago a week ago, lost their
surpass.
This morning before
7 home in the wilderness and
when
o’clock the ‘‘boys,” who were dres trying to make their way to a place
sed for fishing, (their city clothes of safety got lost and were taken
bung in camp for a week), were all by Mr. York and brought to
his
out on the lawn, throwing a huge camp, where they will attract much
“ medicine ball” for exercise and tc attention.
get up an appetite for breakfast. No
The Megantic members who do not
country kids ever had a better time. go by the way of Canada are now
This medicine ball is larger than a coming this route. Dr. F. V. Hus
foot ball, covered with leather, and sey, Messrs. P. Miller, H. G. Martin
stuffed with something that makes and Frank W. Matterson of Provi
them much heavier than
the foot dence, R. I., wrho had been on a
ball.
it is gcod exercise sure en fishing trip to Big Island Ponds,
ough, hut they could not toss the came across country from Stratton,
ball only a few feet, but when later which is now the quickest and best

GOOD CATCHES
AT TUNK POND
Promise of Best Season in Years—
Fish Running Larger.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Tunk Pond, East Sullivan, Maine,
June 16.— Many good catches are be.
ing made at Tunk Pond.
June 14,
M. J. Reynolds of Providence, two
brown trout, 5 1-2 and 4 1-2 pounds;
H. L. Randlett and Fred N. Stone,
14 salmon, two trout; Mr. and Mrs.
Nhelom, five salmon from 2 1-2 to 3
pounds each; S. Brown, five salnianC. W. Buck, four salmon; Fred May,
Washington, D. C., five salmon; Mr.
Cushma^i, New Portland, six salmon;
John Martin, Boston, Mass., one
brown 'trout, five .pounds;
Dwight
Blarney and David Blarney of Boston,
eight salmon, two trout;
Percy L.
Hiken, Bangor, four salmon, one
troutp Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Silk, Bar
Harbor; Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hirch,
seven salmon, four trout.
i j
Guests are arriving daily and this
premises to be the best season in
years at Tunk- Popd.
Fish are run
ning much larger this year. ♦ i

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
Adjutant General George ,McL.
Presson
'states that there is a wide•
spread interest in the State in the
organization of government citizen
rifle clubs.
These clubs join an or
ganization known as the National
Rifle Association o f America
with
headquarters in Washington.
Rifles
and ammunition are provided by the
national government.
Almost every
day the office of the Adjutant Gen
eral receives letters asking for infor
mation o f these citizen rifle clubs.
Lewis H. Pollister of Mansfield*
Mass., a guest at Kekadjo, was
drowned by the upsetting of hie canoe on Roach pend Sunday evening. A
companion escaped.
Efforts to re
cover the body have so far failed. He
leaves a wife and mother, also two
children in Mansfield.
Hon. J. S. P. H. Wilson of Auburn
has returned from a successful fish
ing trip at Moosehead
Lake.
He
brought home a handsome string of
square-tail trout and reports an ex
cellent time.

Sole Origin of Right.

My voice may sound too harsh, and
I may too severely insist on proclaim
ing the necessity of virtue and sacrifio'it I know, and you will soon
know also, that the sole origin of
every right is a duty fulfilled.— Mazzini.
-"•v

No Danger T h is Season.

“ I ’m glad cf one thing about thl
war, anyhow.” “ What’s that?” “Mothr
er and the girls can’t go to Europi
this year and bunt up a foreign count
to fall in love with."— Detroit Fre*
Press.

USTS WHEN O T H E R S D ISA PPO IN T

There’s little comfort and no benefit
in drinking coffee you do not enjoy.
‘ ‘White House” is a brand of real coffee
that is both enjoyable and beneficial. It
is of the very highest and most perfect
quality; and has a flavour that delights
every user. Y O U R E A L L Y N E E D IT.
Dwinell-Wright Co., Principal Coffee Roaitefi, Bo»ton A Chicago

Here is a car of remarkable features.
Stylish?
speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutely
reliable, and very economical in up-keep.
Not a single feature lacking that enters into the
make-up of a strictly high grade car. Rest quality equip
ment throughout. Always pleased to demonstrate.
C H A S . W . SK ILLIN G S,

R . F . D . 4, Farmington, Me.

M AIN E

C LA SSIFIE D

W OO D S,

P H ILL IP S ,

M A I N E , JL9NE 17, 1915.

THE DRUGGISTS
HOLD SWAY

naford, Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Lang, order that, was telegraphed him. Here
Miss F. Laing, Winthrop; Mr.
and Is luck.
Qb« cent a word in advance. N o headline or
Mrs.
E.
C.
True,
O.
W
.
Jones,
Au
Edward Stanley of Boston with
other display. Subjects in a, b, c. order
burn; J. F. Pulman, p. E. Homer, Ed Hoar guide, caught a 6 1-4 pound
H. S. Wilbur, J. Foerster, Mr. and salmon and a number of smaller ones
FOR S ALE— Wood saw outfits:
3
Mrs. W. E. McCarthy, Geo. R. Peer this week.
H. P. complete $85: 4 ^ H. P. $110;,.
Brooklyn Man Holds the Honors ing, H. E. Ring, H. E. Richardson,
Master Henry Marble Weston, the Young and His Ball Team Will
» H. P. $125: 6 H, P. $150. Guarau-!
Boston, Mass.; H. C. Buxton and sen, seven year old lad from Boston had
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
for Record Fish
Make Good.
Fcrt Fairfield; Mr. and Mrs. p. S. a fight with a 3-pound salmon that he
#6.50.
Other sizes in
proportion.
Brickett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
M.
Allen,
will
not
soon
forget.
Jim
Ross
was
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
Rangeley Lake House,
Rangeley, E. W. Murphy, John P. Murphy, E. his guide.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Machine Co.. Portland, Maine.
Me., June 16.— Each day brings those S. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fogg,
Mrs. J. A. Woolley of N bav York
Ridlcnville, Me., June 5.— Mr. and
A competent housekeeper . wishes who are to tarry for the
summer, L. C. Bailey, A. B. Hcdsdcn, W. B. Avith Joe Lamb, recorded a fine pair Mrs. B. W. Cram and Mr. and Mrs.
to do general housework in a small and the tourists who are motoring Flrekey, C. H. Hart, John Williams, 1of salmon 4 pounds, 3 3-4 pounds Jaimes Dymettie have just returned
G. E. Perry, Mrs. Geo. C. Fogg, Mrs. each, tlie day before the party went front a week’s fishing trip at the
family.
Has a boy 13 years old through the country.
■whom fthe wishes to take with her. j This week the Maine Pharmaceut Burnett, Miss A. G. Milliken, T. A. home.
May they all return in 1916 Rangeleys, Avhere they occupied a
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen, ! ical Association is holding their 46th Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. G. W . Ranken, and “land some of big fish that got cosy private camp.
Mr. and Mrs.
Wilton, Maine.
A, E. Davis spent three days as
annual meeting at this hotel and are Mr. and Mrs. Asa F. Abbott, Cecil aAvay from them this time,
A ll report a very nice
having the time o f their lives.
On j Clay, J. H. Hartegcn, Gus Tuttle, i Mr. and Mrs. Charles Everett their guests.
Mail your Films for developing and
Tuesday morning in special cars the Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Files, N at’l. Head, Beane and daughter came to-day for time, although the weather was very
printing to Leon A. Luce, the pho-1
cold, and so windy some of the time
party started from Portland on the Mr. and Mrs. H. Lagdon, Portland; j a sojourn of two Aveeks.
togTapher, Farmington, Maine.
No
8.40 a. m. train. A t Leed’s Junct Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts, Calais; | The folIoAving gentlemen came this that motor boats did not venture out
waiting and the finest results obtain
ion they Avere met by the . Bangor Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Denney, Mr. and morning by auto for a short stay, on the lake for two or three days
able.
Try us.
Consequently un
train and then all together the hap Mrs. T . A. Donovan, Lewistcn; S. T. Messrs. J. F. Frinnerscn, F. F. Ever during their stay.
py
company capie to Farmington and Frosthe, Oakland; Mr. and Mrs. H. ett, E. H. LaPierce and C. F. Hix- der existing conditions they did
FOR S ALE .—A Remington pump 30H. Haines, Madison; Mr. and Mrs. 1on.
.*
land any record fish, but had plenty
30 cal. high power, new, only fired ifrom there by special train over the
cf. medium sized ones, which were
four times last fall and I got the j narrow gauge, Sandy R iver and Ran
very palatable indeed.
geley
Lakes
railroad,
through
one
of
deer.
Cost me $20.00, will sell for I
The Oxford Athletic Association of
$14.00.
C. F. Hussey, Portsmouth,! the rpost picturesque parts o f the
Rumfcrd certainly has some base ball
state,
stopping
at
Phillips
for
half
N. H.
team this season and their schedule
an hour, where a box lunch
was
of games for June is as follows: June
FOR S ALE OR EXCH ANGE— Young, j served.
The afternoon was cloudy
I 5, Wilton; June 8, Madison; June 12,
everything in Avaiting at this
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy but
j Portland Independents;
June
15,
and
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Rose. |hotel was bright and cheery,
Bates College; June 19, Wilton; June
after one of the good dinners of
FOR SALE - Ligh t ConA>rd
riding which this house is noted, everyone
22, Lisbon; June 26, Madison.
wagon.
D. F. Field, Phillips, Me.
Mr. Frank Young, head shipper at
w^as happy and many Avere heard totlie Oxford mill is the hustling manFOR S ALE — King, tenor slide trom hum the old refrain, “ It is good fo be
j ager cf this team and the Avay tlie
In the evening the ladies re
bone with low pitch slide in new here.”
I boys are getting into line is quite
newed
old
acquaintances
played
whist,
condition.
W ould consider exchange
j evident that Mr. Young has at hand
for first-class big game rifle. Eugene etc., while the members held a bus
l material that will- make good
this
iness
m
eeting
in
the
casino,
and
it
L. Smith, R. F. D., Phillips, Me.
coming season.
Avas not an early hour when
good
Emerson P. Bartlett.
night was said.
This morning the
sun came out, and when the breakTO D AY.
ast hour was over, all realized that
A Cold-Weather Starter.
one of those perfect June days had
A new cold weather motor started
(B y Douglas Malloch.)
has been invented by a resident ofl
come, wjien Rangeley Avith its clear
Sure, this world is full of trouble—
Ohio. It consists of a small plug*
slcy,
and
wonderul
lake
and
mountain
I ain’t said it ain't.
which can easily be attached to the
scenery could be seen in all its wild
Lord! I ’v-e had enough an’ double
float chamber.
grand
beauty,
a
picture
in
memory
CHRISTM AS COVE, BOOTHBAY HARBOR.
Reason for complaint.
This plug contains a resistance wire,
The base
Rain an’ 3torm have come to fre t me, not soon to be forgotten.
inclosed in an insulating tube, one
ball game between Senator Murphy’s
Skies w ere often gray;
Engoire, .P. T. Begin, John Coughlen,
Mrs. Lloyd Williams of New York end of the wire being attached to a
picked nine from retailers and nine
Thorns an’ brambles have beset me
J. F. Yeung, A. W. G. Soule, Augus and her daughters, Miss
Williams, binding post screw at the bottom and
of the stalwart traveling men Avas
On the road—hut, say,
ta; Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
Dougherty, Miss Margaret and son Master Doug the other to a nipple at the top of
plug. When the gasoline enters the
called at 10 o’clock a. m. and the
A in ’t it fine today!
Bath; R. H. Preble, Phillips; W. H. las Williams arrived this week for plug, the current being turned on, a
company adjourned to the diamond of
Ormsby, Houlton; Mr. and Mrs. F. their first visit to this part cf New circulation is immediately started, the
the Rangeley Lake House, when amid
W hat’s the use o f always w eepin’,
H. Neal, Fairfield; Mr. and Mrs. S. England and are greatly pleased with hot gasoline rising in the insulating
c heers the traveling men Avon a great
P. Fe-lker, Miss B. Roney, Clinton; this place and have taken rooms for tube and the cold gasoline flowing into
Makin’ trouble last?
victory 13 to 11.
They played
as
the plug around the outside of this
F. H. Tup per, Chas. L. Dakin, Ban the summer.
W hat’s the use o f always keepin’
follow s:
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Richards and tube. The result is that the heated,
gor; Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Rainer, A r
T h inkin’ o f the past?
lington, N. S.; A. W . Meserve, Ken maid of Philadelphia who came Sat gasoline is brought to the surface im
Each must have his tribulation,
Traveling m en’s team: Druggist team
mediately, thus inducing it to mix
nebunk; T . F. Cosgrove, Biddefc-rd; urday for another season said, “ W e
W ater with his wine,
freely.
Warn pole s. s., p.,
p., McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Hardy, Farming- never came in June before, but it
L ife It ain’t no celebration.,
This little invention, is connected to
Eastern c.,
b. s., T.
Murphy
ton; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle, Ran “s perfectly beautiful here noAv, and a small switch on the dash so that the
Touble? I ’ve had mine—
f
Fairfield 2 b.,
lb .,
Kinney
geley; Mr. .and Mrs. G. E.
Arore, we shall come early every
year heating attachment is under the con
But today is fine.
Patch c. f.,
2 b., Begin
Skowhegan; Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hol after this.”
trol of the driver without his being
Hungerfoot Smith p., s. s.,
Mrs.
W
.
R.
Bisenh
OAver and daugh compelled to leave his seat.
R . L. M. Wuhffe, Bur
man,
Fairfield;
It’s today that I am liv in ’,
Perkins 3 b.,
e. f., .'J. Murphy
lington; E. .S. Curran, Norway; John ter of Philadelphia have returned to
N ot a month ago,
Perkins 3 b.,
r. f.,
Riddle
Painting Brass Work.
F. Day, Rochester, N. Y.; T»r. M. L. remain until the August days.
Havin’, losin’, takin’ , givim’,
Welch c. f., p..,
r. f.,
Preble
Brass work may be painted if it Id
Hon. and Mrs. Wallace H. White
Porter, Danforth; E. P. Smart, Ches
As time wills it so.
Gould 1 b.,
' r. f., Riddle
ter Moore, LiAermore Falls; T.
F. motored from LeAvistcn Sunday, ac first given a coat of shellac and the
Yesterday a cloud o f sorrow
shellac allowed to dry before the paint
Alden i. f.,
r. f , Mann
Cosgrove, Biddeford. May the Maine companied by Wallace H. White Jr.,
Fell across’ the way;
is put on. Shellac will stand a much
Blue Jay c. f.
Pharmaceutical Association come a-! Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. White and higher temperature than will paint,;
It may rain again tomorrow,
T h e annual ejection of officers was gain to the Rangeleys and on th eir1Master Herbert Frye White.
and if it is applied first it will prevent
It may rain—but, say,
held a,t the casino and the following outing in the coming June days, have
Jos. H. learns, Jr., of Brooklyfn, the paint from peeling or chipping.
A in ’t it fin e today!
elected fo r the co ing year: Presi as pleasant a gathering as jin 1915.
N. Y., Avho is at Belgrade
Lakes,
dent, D. T . Dougherty of Bath; 1st
motored across the country Sunday
Olive Oil in Nursery.
V ice President, F. W . Bueknam of
and from here went to Kennebago to
Spiteful.
Although not many of the Rangeley
For a child who is emaciated from Skowhegan; 2nd V ice President, H.
try his skill fly fishing.
Ragged Rogers— ‘‘De lady in de next
Illness a massage with olive oil once
Lake
House
guests
have
been
fish
C. Buxton of Fort Fairfield; 3rd Vice
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Lawson and house give me a piece cf homemade
or even tw ice a day w ill supply the
ing this last week ten salmon and
needed fat to the body and also lubri President, Fred H . Neal o f Fairfield; cue. record trout have been recorded. Miss Lawscn of NeAv York are new cake. Won’t you give me somethin*,
comers, Avho have taken rooms at too?” Mrs. Spiteful— “ Certainly, Til
cate the dried-out skin. A teaspoon Secretary, Dr. M. L. Porter of DrnE. Ledel-iey of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
get you a pepsin tablet.”— Exchange*
ful of olive oil three times a day is a forth; Treasurer, A lb ert W . M e-serve,
this hotel for an extended stay.
The large hotel dining who is glad to be in Rangeley and
good tonic, good for digestion and a Kennebunk.
E. A. No-rthjey of Boston is enjoy
Druths on Horseback.
mild laxative when given to a baby room, with the 40 waitresses dressed not in Euroge this summer, goes o-ut ing a stay of tAvo weeks.
The earliest date at which drums
an hour before’or after a feeding. It in white presented an attractive ap all by himself to toav his own boat,
Everyone had a hearty welcome for were carried on horseback in England
w ill also soothe a tickling cough. Olive pearance as the more than 200 guests catch and land his oavul fish. It was
Mrs. C. H. Wood and daughter, Misis appears to be 1542, when Henry VIIL
oil is also healing for burns, chapped
no wonder he; came ipp from the
entered.
A fte r dinner Avas served
jAddie I. Wood o f Buffalo, N. Y., on sent to Vienna for kettle drums that
lips and hands.
wharf, with a proud step arnd a
until 2.4ft- o’clock p. m. the guests in
|Tuesday evening for there are
no could be played on horseback “after
smile all over his face, the other
Mounted
groups on the veranda or about the
! more popular people than- the Wood the Hungarian manner.”
evening for he brought with him a
The A w a k en in g .
office and big parlors enjoyed
the
(family, who are always so happy bands were in vogue in the last dec
handsome 5 1-2 lb. trout. H e takes
About two years aietr marriage, social hour when the
steamboat
'themselves, and doing sc much to add ade ol the eighteenth century, the two
tlie honors gracefully as he
has I
comments an observing w riter in the
regiments of life guards having them
“ Ran geley” was at the dock 5n front
week
’
to tlie happiness of others. School^ in 1S95.
Cincinnati Enquirer,
Friend W ife
taken six record salmon this
o
f
the
house
and
all
went
for
a
sail
, o . i days will soon be over and the three
sizes up Friend Husband and wonders
4 0-4 i
that weighed as follows:
This evening Dy
brothers, Kenneth, Luther and Alton
what she was smoking when she im around the lake.
pounds, 6 1-4 pound-s, 5 pounds,
4
er's orchestra will furnish music for
Wood will find a Avarm greeting wait
agined that he was an ideal man,
pounds a.rd a pair weighing
3 1-2
a dance in the casino and to-morroAv
ing and there w ill be something do
pounds each .and is high line among
at noon-time the association
will
ing when they come.
the anglers o f this hotel to \ date,
start for home going by steamer to
It is always with interest
year
M A P S O F M A IN E
and i f he keeps after them, he may
South Rangeley then by Maine Cen
after year ‘‘Mr. and Mrs. Robbin Red
R E S O R T S A N D R O A D S tral R. R. The transportation com yet be able to fill- the New York breast” are Avatched as they build
G U M S A HD
F IS H -R O D S
mittee
was
M.
L.
Porter
of
Danforth,
their
nest
somewhere
on
the
piazza,
Maine Woods has frequent inquiriei
and in their oAvn way chat and scold
for mat*s o f the fiBbing regions o f th* E. H. W hitney o f Phillips 'and S. O.
W illiam F . N y e is the great
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow Tarbox o f Farmington; entertainment
to their bird family, who are now
est
authority on refined oils in the
IngVnaps:
Of an Occasional Trip to
big enough to hop over the lawn
; .50 committee, Geo. O. Tuttle/ Asa F. Ab
Franklin County
world.
H e was the first bottler; has
D. T. Dougherty,
and help find worms enough
for
.50 bott, Portland;
Somerset County
the
largest
business and N Y O I L
.50 -Batn,; H. C. Riddle, Rangeley and
their breakfast.
Good luck always
Oxford County
.50 E. L. Hairdy of Farmington.
Piscataquis County
The Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the come to the house Avhere the robins
is the best oil he has ever made.
.50
Arobstook County
build a nest, and/each spring for
-50 Pharmaceutical Associations of four
NYOIL
Washington County
many years Mr. Marble has welcom
l.or different states, Kentucky, W est V ir
Outing map o f Maine, 30x35 in
HAS
NO EQUAL.
. f ginia, NeAv Jersey and Illinois, who Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a ed them, and taken great care that
Geological map o f Main*
. .s'
Beware
of
scented
mixtures called
R, R. map o f Maine
are to-day holding their annual meet
they are in no way disturbed while
Home During- Your Stay.
.3f
oil.
Use N Y O I L on everything
Aodrosooggin County
Positively
the
Only
First-Class
Modern
ing
sent
greetings
by
telepraph,
for
their
heme
is
at
the
Rangeley
Lake
.35
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Cumberland County
distance House In the City, With All Conven House.
.50 in this the 29tli century,
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
Hancock County
iences
Including
Hot
and
Cold
Running
.35 does not separate friends. The fol
tion.
Kennebec County
To-morrow the Malden Mass. ComWater and Local and Long Distance
.35
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Knox Ocwnty
lowing
are
the
names
of
the
mem
mandry
o
f
Knights
Templars
number
Telephone
in
A
ll
Rooms.
.86
your firearms and your rod. You will
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
and their Just a step from Monument Square ing 150 are coming for the third time
.5(1 bers of the association
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Penobscot Gaunty!
.3a friends AVho are present at this one
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
to enjoy the hospitality of this hotel.
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Waldo County
.35 of the most successful and enjoya Take the “Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.om They w ill remain until Sunday and
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
York County
Union Station.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ble annual outings since 1867: Mr.
return
home
by
special
train.
All
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
J. W B R A C K E T T
0 0 .,
BE ST ROOMS IN T H E C IT Y
and Mrs. Geo. E. Vose, WaterviHe;
extend a welcome and with them the
AVM. F. NYE,
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Hannaford, Mr. H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN, best time they have ever had on
N ew Bedford, Man*.
Phillips]
Maine. and Mrs. W . B. Sanborn, C. P. Han
their annual outing.
Proprietors.

WEEK’S OUTING
MUCH ENJOYED

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

\

,

M A IN E

6

W O O D S,

P K j L L ir * 3 ,

CAMP RECIEPES
FISHING BEST
BY CAMP COOKS
IN MANY YEARS
Delicious Concoction
Booking Ahead of Any Previous

(Special

to Maine Woods.)

CANT KEEP
HOUSE WITHOUT IT
Beverly, Mass., June 7, 1915.
J. W. Brackett Co.,
Phillips, Maine.
Dear Sirs: —
Please renew my subscription to
the Maine Woods;
( ‘‘Can’t keep
house without it.” )
The next best
thing to a vacation in the woods of
Maine is reading your paper. Keep
up the good work.
Yous very truly,
Ira A. Smith.

Stewed

Meat With Steamed Vege

Years, Many Arrivals

Chase Pond Camps, Bingham, Me.,
June 8.—Fishing best in many years.
Nearly everyone has caught the limit
every day.
The large trout are now
taking the fly in the home pond,
While in Little Echo pond one can
often land two at a cast.
Deer are seen every day on the
shores of the ponds, while the large
family of beaver don’t mind anyone,
but splash around their dam as if
trying to frighten away the intrud
ers.
In spite of the cold, windy weath
er everyone Is catching trout or en
joying themselves with the new pool
table which has been put in for the
use of the guests.
A good crowd is expected this sea
son, as the booking is now away
ahead of any previous year at< this
date.
Some of the late arrivals are as
follows: W. E. Brooks, Fred Adams,
B. Rogers, C. A. Weston, WT. W.
Johnson, Madison; >0. O. Hill, Emma
Hight, Mr. and Mrs. Davis
Howes,
Hon. A. F. Donigan, Archie Kelley,
Fremont Steward, Ned Moore, Geo.
Pierce, John Lister, Bingham; Les
ter E. Soule, E. L. Dunton,
Deadwater; D. B. Gawthier, John
D.
Lowcy, Buckfield; E. L. Hall, R. E.
Spear, E. K. Atwood, Philip F.
Meader, R. Paise, William Colby, W.
G. Blake, Odilon Butler, Geo. Brillard, John P. Pooler, E. G. Grondin,
W aterville; Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Quint,
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Quint, North An
son; W. J. Bradbury, Fairfield; W.
G. Soule, B. B. Smith., C. Huff, p i
nion Blaisdell, Albin Shemort, Ed
ward Barker, Mr. and Mrs. M. M.
Tibbitts, R. G. Barker, Ray Barker,
Norridgewock; B. G. Porter, O. J.
Porter, Madison; Roy F. Moody, Ells
worth; Victor Roberts, Lewis A. Me
in tire, Miss Grace B.‘ English, Lew 
iston; F. B. Mairs, Oakland; L. L.
Patterson, John Prince, C liff Abby,
Solon; James Beauchesne, Jr., Fred
J. Landry, H. E. Butler, W alter J.
Bellweare,
W aterville;
Raymond
Chick, Lura E. Chick, Pearl Doyen,
E. L. Doyen, Lake Embden.

of

tables.
(W R ITTEN
B E F O R E T H E CAM P
F I R E A T S U N N Y NOOK C A M P
F O R M A I N E W OO D S.)

In the bottom of a large iron ket
tle place fresh beef, chicken, pork,
or any fresh meat you may be able
to get,— cut into chunks, one
for
each member of the camp
party.
W ith the meat put several slices of
salt pork, a little salt and pepper
to suit the taste.
Fill the kettle
about two-thirds full of water, or up
to the perforated steamer shelf,
which should he at hand to fit down
into the kettle about one-third of its
depth from the top.
This shelf has
a handle in its center to lift it out
by, and around this handle put whole
onions and potatoes, one for each
member, and cne cupful of rice, if
there 1-s room for it.
Sprinkle salt
and pepper over rice and vegetables.
The water in the kettle should be re
plenished from time to time, and
kept just about up to the shelf. Cov
er the kettle with a tight-fitting iron
cover and let everything simmer
slowly for three or four hours over
a camp fire that is not too brisk.
An old stove oven grate is the fin
est thing for placing over the camp
fire.
It holds enough pots and ketties at one time to pay for the trou
ble of taking it along.
When ready
to serve the meal the
vegetables
may be easily portioned cut,
and
they will be deliciously cooked and
not mushy.
The shelf may be re
moved and the meat lifted out with
a fork,— a tender, juicy piece
for
each hungry body.
If there is any
water left in the kettle, it may he
turned into cups and drank piping
hot, for there is much goodness in it
from the meat, or it may be kept
until the next meal and
thickened
with one or two tablespoonfuls
of
flour, and eaten as a gravy
on
‘‘ sinkers.”
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STATE
SHOOT
goed ermen of the State make no
mis P E N N S Y L V A N I A
A G A IN A S U C C E S S .
best take in the date of the opening of
one day’s catch was seven salmon, the perch and bass season.
Perch
Charles H. Newcomb of Philadel
the largest weighing four and one- and bass cannot be legally
caught
trap
quarter pounds, but this fish was a this season until June 20, except that phia once more captured the
shooting championship of Pennsylvan
typical Sebec lake fighter, and
it
bass may be caught with unbaited ar
ia when he broke 98 targets out of a
tcok forty-three minutes to bring
Last year perch could possible 100 at the state tournament
him to the net.
Mr. S. B. Fowler tificial flies.
Last year Mr. New
of Boston is having fair success trol be caught as early as June 15, hut at Milton, Pa.
ling for salmon.
His best
one the 77th Legislature set the date of comb also won this event with 100
Remington-UMC
day’s catch wa.s feur fish, not any the opening of the season ahead five straight, shooting
speed shells, as he did in this year’s
big ones, but they all weighed over
days and the change was a part of
championship.
two pounds each. Mr. E. W. Coburn
emergency
There were more than 120 shooters
of Roxbury, Mass., is high line this law passed under the
week, having caught in one day 16 .clause, the law becoming effective as on the firing line during the shoot.
salmon, the smallest two pounds, and changed at once.
It is not unlikely Against this splendid array of talent,
the largest four and one-half pounds. that many fishermen may not know Mr. Newcomb was high gun with a
score of 437 out of 450.
Walter
Mr. P. E. Presbrey of Boston is hav
that the change in the law was made
Behm of Esterly, Pa., was second
ing his usual good success and make
good catches every day.
Mr. and at all; many may know that the high amateur, with 428 out of 450,
championship
Mrs. W. D. Greene of New York City change was made but believe it not and won the doubles
have brought in good strings every to be effective until sometime
in with 44 out of 50—shooting a Rem
day.
Their largest salmon
this July, as is the case with laws not ington pump gun and the speed
shells.
The warmly contested twoweek weighed four pounds, and 10
passed with the emergency clause.
man team race was won by Harris
ounces.
Mrs. E. E. Rideout of Bos
ton is enjoying the good fishing. Last
burg, with Reading second, both the
Monday she caught three salmon wit
teams shooting the speed shells.
the fly.
Mr. William Walton and
The Keystone State shoot is watch
Edward A. Selliez of
Philadelphia,
ed
with interest by trapshooting fans
with Sam McKenney, guide, are mak
the
country over.
Firstly, because
ing one-day trips to the outlying
fishing places and are having fine
Pennsylvania stands at the head of
success with both fly7- and bait.
the States in the number of
gun
Bangor, Me., June 12, 1915.
clubs within her borders, 402 at the
Fish taken at Capens for the mont
last census-. 0 Secondly, because she
BIG H O U S T O N C A M P S , L Y N
P. of June are as follows:

of Brookline, Mass., is having
luck trolling for salmon.

His

FISH TAKEN AT
CAPENS FOR JUNE

M O O R E , P R O P R ., K A T A H D I N
IRON W O R K S , ME.

June 1:
J. P. Magenis 2, C. S. Is a leader in trapshooting activities
Ashley 7, €. P. Fenton and J. C. ia all branches o f the sport, and
Worthen 8, Dr. W. H. Thompson and numbers among her clay bird enthus
Fishing is reported as being very Charles Snow 7, a. party of four 4,
good at the above resort.
Mr. A l Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Ham 2, Mr. and iasts a great many of the best shots
in the country.
fred M. Smith, Mr. B. Barnes
of Mrs. B. P. Sawyer 7.
Connecticut, and Dr. Trafford of New
The state shoot season is now well
June 2:
C. P. Fenton and J. C.
York brought in 31 trout (square
begun,
and many interesting tourna
Worthen 10, Mr. and Mrs. F. R. E.
tails) on June 3rd, weight 30 pounds.
ments
may
be looked for from day
Dean 12, party of four 6, C. S. Ash
Mr.. Barleben of Boston caught two
ley 5, Dr. W. H. Thompson and Chas. to day.
togue on June 3rd that weighed 18bo
Snow 3.
pounds.
Several other large togue
June 3:
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Saw
have been caught during the past
few days, the largest 12*4 pounds. yer 3, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Ham 7,
On June 2nd Mr. Farnham of Bos C. S. Ashley 6, party of four 13, D.
ton caught 20 trout that weighed 17 J. Corr 4, C. P. Fenton and J. C.
Worthen 10 with two nice salmon in
pounds.
the catch.
Try a 50-cent new size bottle of
June 4:
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Saw
‘ ‘3-in-One” and insure your gun
E C H O I S L A N D C A M P S , A. J. GAN- yer 7, Mr. and Mrs. S. p. Ham 4,
against wear and tear and repair
expense.
T N I E R , P R O P R ., B E N E D I C ‘ ‘3-in-One” has the most won
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Corr 2, C.
S.
derful lubricating, cleaning, polish
T A , ME.
Ashley 7, C. P. Fenton and J. W orth ing, rust - preventing, gun-saving
Qualities.
en 11, party of four 11, Mr. and Mrs.
Every action part works easier,
The fishing still remains good at Spear .7.
surer, truer, if oiled with ‘ ‘3-inOne.” Saves wear on delicate parts.
this resort.
The trout are biting
June 5:
Party of four 7, Mr. and
“ 3-in-One” is a penetrating, non-'
drying oil. W on’t gum, harden,
good, and pickerel and other fish are Mrs. D. J. Corr 2, Mr. and Mrs. B.
or collect dust no matter how long
beginning to bite since the water has P. Sawyer 3, Mr. and Mrs. S.
gun stands. Removes residue of
B.
burnt powder “ clean as a whistle.”
gone down.
Ham 2, Mr. and Mrs. Spear *2.
All big gun factories use it. Con
tains no acid.
June 7:
Dr. and Mrs. Spear 3,
Mr. and Mrs. ,S. B. Ham 5, Fred LeFrancis and B. J. Agnew 10, Mr. and
Mrs. B. P. Sawyer 7, Mr. and Mrs.
Many Large Togue Taken at KaBuy the economical 50-cent
D J. Corr 6, party of four 22.
size—just 8 times as large as 10June 8:
Fred LeFrancis and B.
cent size—2 % times as large as
tahdin Iron Works.
25-cent size!
J. Agnew 3, Dr. W . M. Spear 3, C.
FRFF Write for sample
O. Montgomery 3, Mr. and Mrs. D.
i
bottle and “ 3-inPackard’s Camps, Sebago
Lake,
One” Dictionary. Library
J. Corr 6 square tails and 1 togue.
Slip
free
with each bottle.
Me., June 9.— The fine weather for Make No Mistake in Date of Perch
the oast week ’ and especially the
“ 3-IN-ONE” OIL CO.
Make your purchase* from Maine
and Bass Fishing.
last three hot days have made con
Woods advertisem ent*.
24 New St.
New York City
ditions perfect for the fly-fishermeu,
who have been patiently waiting for
these conditions.
Good catches are
Chief Warden Howard Wood of
now being made with th e 'fly in Se Greenville reports to the Department
bago Lake each day, also in
the of Inland Fisheries and Game a
nearby ponds, the trout are rising to group of fines for breaking the game
the fly in good shape.
Mr. @has. laws which ought to be almost a re
Rounds of Bristol, N. H., made a one- cord ‘ ‘cateli” for the season.
He
day trip with his guide to one of recently interrupted four Newport
the small ponds and captured 14 fine men who had been catching
short
square-tail trout. Mr. A. S. Meserve trout and seized 55 short fish, from
Conducts a first class job printing department
them.
The fishermen had
taken
the little trout from waters in the
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
southeastern part of Piscataquis coun
ty.
When the little fish were re
ceived at the office of the depart
ment, they were found to be wonder
ful specimens of the brook trout with
brilliant spots and splendid
color.
Fines were paid separately by four
men:
Joseph Hoyt paid a total of
$25 in costs and fines; Fred
Hoyt
paid $20; J. Pushor paid $20;
and
Gu Julac paid $18.

Him Insurance

For

GOOD CATCHES
MADE WITH FLY

SO f

3INDNE

WOOD SEIZES
SHORT TROUT

M AINE

WOODS

W h y not let u s H e lp
you

Ready!
T o make a “ batch”
old-fashioned, whole
some, home-made bread, a

of

nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv
ing that makes the family smile.
A ll from William Tell and all
always good — because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in

ansteb

Wi l l i a m :

.

(29)

Warden Wocd of Greenville reports
the prosecution of Horace F. Delano
of Abbot, charged with, permitting a
dog owned by the respondent to
chase deer after he had been noti
fied of tire mischief the dog was do
ing.
The respondent appealed from
the Dover municipal court’s judgment
of guilt, the case to be tried at the
September term.
Warden E. W. Ward of Millinocket
reports to the Department of Fish
eries and Game the payment of $15
m fines each by Stanley Griers and
Joe Adams, whom he
interrupted
while engaged in fishing for white
perch in North 'Twin lake.
Three
perch had been caught.
Perch and Bass Law

« i I 3 HP
c.

h

.

m c k e n z ie

t r a d in g

i P
co.f

Ph

O
il l ip s

4#^
,

m a in e .

The Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game is anxious that the fish

w itH y o u r

a d v e rtis in g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J . W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

M AIN E

I

M A INE

W OODS,

P H ILLIPS,
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TOOK HANDSOME
DALY GOT THE
THE POND
TROUT HOME
BIGGEST SALMON
HAD MOVED
Mechanic Falls Party Having Good
Time and also Good Fishing.
(Special Correspondence.)

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
H B., North Bay, Ontario.
barel and as it is not as accurate as
1.
I have a .32 cal. S. & W . 4*,4the Lesm ok or semi-smokeless I
inch barrel, l:ancl ejectcr. Is there would advise against using it. 2,000
•accuracy in this short barrel,
o r ! shots could not possibly wear out a
would tiie longer sight base
and good rifle barrel, and your trouble
bearing o f a 6-inch barrel make a j must therefore be one of cleaning,
great deal of differen ce in this re- The proper way to clean a .22 caliepect?
’ bre rifle barrel is by means of a goo
Ans. Th ere certainly is. You w i l l , nitro solvent oil and the use o f a
find that the 4*4, inch barrel
w ill : brass bristle brush.
Your
barrel
give very accurate results. A barrel could not be rerifled, but I
would
as long as 6 or IVz in ch es'w ill giv e a I suggest that you take ti e matter up
better sighting radius, but the act- [ with the manufacturers who may be
ual difference in the accuracy of the able to repolish it for you if
the
carrel is very nearly nothing.
rusting is only on the surface.
2. What, in your opinion,
is the !
most accurate revolver made;
what Reader, Porter, Minn,
calibre and length of barrel?
!
W hat is the best size shot gun
T*
.
and shot for prairie chicken, ducks
Ans. It is pot possible to answer i
,
...
..
.
..
,,
and rabbits?
this question because there really is
not any ‘‘best” or “ most accurate’ ’ I J^ns* * should recommend a 12
revolver.
A t the present time, the I
shotgun, full choke, and Nos.
most generally used revolvers
fo r ^
shot lor ducks; for
prairie
finest target work
are chambered chickens, Noe. 6 or 7V2 I same
for
for the .38 S. & W . Special or .3S I rabbits.
Colt Special, and h ave dYz to
7% j
inch barrels with adjustable
target
Kan loops, B. C.
sights.
As to the make, this is a
W ill you please explain what is
matter for you to decide. Your choice meant by a 44-40 cartridge, i. e., what
should be governed by personal pre- dees tlie 44 mean, and what does
ference with regard to the style o f the 40 mean?
Does a 44-40 cart
ridge always fit a 44-40 gun?
W hy
grip, weight, balance, etc.
a
3. Can I use ' ‘Lesm ok” in above is it that some guns are given
gun, and does the .32 Colt New P o  double number as 44-40 while others
lice cartridge interchange with
the j have only one, as .303?
.32 S. & W . Long?
j In the days when central fire amAn. No;
Lesmok powder is only munition was first developed, cartloaded in .22 calibre size. The cart- ridges were cf course loaded
with
ridges you mention are interchange-! black powder, and they were desigable.
nated usually by two numbers, such
4. Have I made a good choice t o ' as 44-40 and frequently by
three
start practice with?
numbers.
In such cases the first
Ans. Ycu have a good
revolver, number designates the calibre,
the
The results obtained now depend up- second number the weight of the
powder charge in grains, and the
cn yourself.
third number the weight
of • the
bullet in grains.
A t the present
E. N. J., Litchfield, Conn.
1. I have a .22 calibre repeating time in almost every case the cartTifle which has been shot possibly j ridge designation has no actual sig
2,000 times, using short and L. R. nificance, and is used simply to tell
many
cartridges, mostly black powder, with one from the other, and in
greased bullets, to avoid wear. Now cases there are two or three differ
I have owned this rifle less than a ent names for the same cartridge.
year and have always cleaned
it It is too bad that there are so many
carefully after using hut the barrel cartridges, as I am firm ly convinced
shows considerable signs o f
wear. that we could do with a great many
The peculiar part is that the rifling less than we have at present.
is all worn cut in patches, while in
the rest o f the barrel, the riflin g Jfl. S., Omaha, Nebr.
seems to be as clean cut and deep as
1 . W hat is the velocity and penewhen newr.
W hat is the explanation tration o f the 10 mm. cartridge when
of this?
Is the steel in this bar- used in an Italian V etterii army
rei very soft?
If not, why should rifle?
it show this peculiar wear,
using
Ans. This cartridge is obsolete,
black powder ammunition? Can this and I cannot seem to find any fig 
barrel be re rifled?
ures giving its ballistics.
Ans. I should say that there
is
2.
W here can I buy reloading
probably something wrong with your
tools for the 10 mm. calibre
cart
method of cleaning.
A ll t' e steel
ridge?
used in .22 calibre rifle barrels
is
Ans. Your hardware dealer should
soft, as it has been found that there
is no necessity for tough steel. A .22 be able to supply you.
3. Does any cartridge company in
calibre barrel from a reputable mak
the
United States manufacture the
er should last for at least 100,000
shots befere its accuracy begins to 10 mm. calibre cartridge?
Ans. If the cartridge referred to
fall o ff noticeably.
Th e smokeless
powder ammunition in the .22 calibre ts the .41 Swiss rim fire, the larg
sizes in all. makes is hard on the er cartridge companies manufacture
it.
If it is the .41 Swiss
center
fire, it is not made in this country.
Owing to conditions in Europe,
no
importing of ammunition is,being done
How to Keep Young

Bald Mountain Camps, June 12.—
The rain of yesterday has
made
everything look bright and green and
the trees that looked so brown after
the May freeze are now wearing
their June foliage.
There are new 18 guests in camp.
Several have gone home this week
and others are coming daily.
Ciemont R. Hoopes after a stay
of three weeks started homeward F ri
day morning.
Silas Dunham,
his
guide, had a handsome let of trout
and salmon to return to the lake af
ter he had taken from the spring
and killed what Mr. Hoopes wanted
to take home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Melcher and
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Lovejoy o.f Rumford spent last Sunday here and with
Geo. Henry Huntoon and Nat Ellis
for guides had great luck, and a
fine box of fish to take home Mon
day, as proof of their skill and the
good fishing.
Coming from Mechanic Falls in a
Winton touring car the following
people spent the. week: S. R. Pen
ney, S. R. Penney, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
O B. Merrill and Mrs. O. M. Miller.
The party had the time of their
lives and such good fishing too. Okas.
Record and Chas. Pynn were their
guides.
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus R. Thayer
of Portland are greatly enjoying their
stay.
Rube Wilbur is their guide
and Mrs. Thayer is very proud
of
her 3-pound trout and the
Doctor
thinks his 4-pound salmon a beauty.
They have had plenty of fishing.
James Ritchie, the Orange, N. J.,
fisherman, who is here for the sum
mer, can handle his boat and' rod
at the same time and this week' re
cords a 6-ponrfd salmon, one of 4
pounds and one 3*4 pounds.
A fter a week’s stay Messrs. Rob
ert O. Coy, D. E. Weston, Curtis D.
Gilman and A. H. Harris c f East
Pepperill, Mass., went home
this
morning.
The gentlemen
always
know where the fish are and what
to use for bait.
Mr. Harris had for
his big ones two salmon, 5 pounds
and 4*/& pounds.
Mr. W eston’s larg
est was a 4% pound salmon and Mr.
Coy had a 3*4 pound trout, and each
had all the law allows to take home
with them.
Dr. E. H. Andrews of Brunswick,
with the following friends, E.
W.
Chandler of West Sumner, S.
G.
Barrett of East Sumner, A. M. An
drews, C. H. Curtis ard F. A. Dun
ham of West Paris are greatly en
joying life in Camp Manhattan
for
two weeks, and they find the fishing
good.
A. M. Andrews, with a 4pound salmon is high line this morn
ing.
Corning across the lakes via Middle
Dam, W. E. Corbin cf Berlin, N. H.,
and Col. J. L. N. Smythe of Phila
delphia, S. D. Tompkins and M. S.
Flint arrived last night and are hap
pily located in Camp Sunset. Their
guides are coming to-day
and the
fish stories will be told later.
Miss Maude Merrows of Auburn
came this week to assist in the of
fice as clerk and bookkeeper.
The crew- of workmen on the road
ore now between Haines Landing and
The Barker making much needed im
provements, for the automobiles to
pass each other.

A W OM AN’ S S E C FE T

No ,one has y e t discovered the
“ Fountain o f Y o u th ,” but the way to
keep young was discovered sixty years
ago. Every woman should know about
it, and use this simple means o f ward
ing off old age. A fresh complexion, a
smooth unwrinkled skin and clear eyes
may be retained until late in life, by
taking proper care o f the stomach,
liver and bowels. I f you live simplybreathe deeply:
exercise
enough,
sleep enough, and take ‘ ‘ L. F . ” A t 
wood’s Medicine to correct the little
ills, you will .make woman’ s secret o f
keeping young, your own.
Orland, Maine.
I have used your “ L. F. ” Atwood s
Medicine for stomach and liver troubles
and it gave me speedy relief. All the
members of our fam ily use it at times
and always find it effective. I recom
mend it to anyone having liver or
stomach troubles.
,.
Miss Lucie J. Perkins.

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Coaling Barge Mixes Fuel.

Economy of fuel consumption In
steamships often requires the mixing
o f two or more kinds cf coal and an
Englishman has invented a coaling
barge that mixes coal as it delivers it
into a bunker.
W h e n e v e r you w rite to one of our

Offers room with hot ard
cold w ater for $1.00 per day

and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites o f two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods.
It is important to
y cu to do so: important to us and

ABSOLU T E L Y FIR EPRO O F

the
a d vertiser
naturally wants to
know w here you found his name.

STORER

Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
F.

CRAFTS

Gen.

Manager

Breaks Record When He Captured Woeful Adventures of a FewtGreat
24 1-2 Pounder Last Week

Northern Paper Makers.

at the Pool.
That the Bangor salmon pool af
fords some of the finest fishing in
the state with regard to the size
and gaminess of the fish to be tak
en is shown' by the prowess of M.
J. Daley of Burlington, Vt., who this
week captured the largest
salmon
taken by a sportsman in the state 6f
Maine this year, says the Bangor
Commercial.
The fish weighed 24*4>
pounds, and what makes the feat
seem more remarkable is, that Mr.
Daley landed, the fish successfully af
ter an hour’s hard battle although, as
he frankly admits, he had never be
fore seen a live salmon in his life.
The salmon seemed to' him to be as
large as an elephant while the bat
tle was on.
Mr. Daley who was accompanied
by William
Cassidy of
Bangor,
thought only of having a pleasant af
ternoon on the river, and had little
idea that he would land a saimon.
When the first tug of the line came,
his sportsman’s blood was aroused,
and he was determined to capture
the fish.
The other fishermen who
were interested spectators of
the
battle strongly advised Mr. Daley to
let an expert fisherman land
him,
but Mr. Daley declined their advice
with thanks.
He was either going
to land the salmon or lose him him
self— it was going to be his fight.
Twice the fishermen went to shore
and tried to yank the monster to
land, but without success.
He had
200 feet of line, but at one time,
over 185 feet of the line were out
and there was a very good chance
of the fish taking pole and all. With
remarkable skill and patience,
the
third time at shore, the salmon was
finally landed and Mr. Daley
was
busy receiving congratulations. Oth
er salmon captured at the pool this
season range from eight to 18 pounds
in weight, so this one breaks
the
record by over six pounds.

DIAMOND FOUND
AFTER 22 YEARS
Engagement Ring Lost In Log Cab
in at King and Bartlett.
In the fall of the year 1893, Harry
M. Pierce
cf Farmington bought
from Mrs. Ida Butterfield, widow of
Fred Butterfield, the King and Bart
lett Camps.
Before
leaving
the
camps that fall Mrs. Butterfield told
Mrs. Pierce of having lost, in the
cabin they had occupied, a dh^nond
ring—her engagement ring in fact—
and how they had taken
up
the
floor of the cabin in search of it,
but had been unable to find it. She
said:
“ If they ever ..tear down that
cabin while ycu are here,
Addie,
take a look for it, and if ycu find
it, it is yours.”
Harry Pierce has been building a
large cabin this spring to he used
as office and postoffice and as the
old cabin which stood directly in
front of the new buildings had serv
ed its usefulness, it was town down.
This reminded Mrs. Pierce of what
Mrs. Butterfield had said twenty-two
years before, so she with several oth
ers went out to take a look for the
ring not expecting, however, to find
anything.
The others were giving
up the hunt one by one when Mrs.
Pierce who was poking ajpund in the
remains of an old rotten log, with a
stick, while the others made fun of
her for looking in such a place, pop
ped the ring out with her stick.
It
was a beautiful diamond of the first
water.
It is supposed that the ring had
dropped down between the flooring
of the'.cabin and the walls and had
lodged in a chink in the leg, where
it has remained all this time, which
would account for the fact that when
the floor was removed it could not
be found.
This demonstrates that
“ A needle in a haystack” can be
found that is, if you wait until the
haystack rots to pieces.—Farmington
Journal.

This sporting life is not. always
what it is cracked up to be. A good
hunter may be a poor fisherman, and
a high line angler may be so poor
in woodscraft that he doesn’t know
from what direction the sun is
shining or which is the home trail.
But a good sport is strong on a bluff
and making good, but there is a call
for a show-down occasionally.
As an illustration take that fishing
trip from the Great Northern Mill.
They left civilization one midnight
last week with all the confidence of
capturing more fish than there are
Prisioners in the European war. They
landed at Wilson Pond in the wee
hours and began fishing about five
o’clock, making a fairly good catch,
but cf unsatisfactory size.
Dissatis
fied they held a cabinet meeting and
decided upon trying some other pond.
Andrew Strang said Duboine Pond
was a fisherman’s paradise and was
only two miles away.
He had been
there three or four years before and
thought he could lead them all right,
“ W ell if you don’t know the way I
do,” said Ernest Brown with much
assurance.
Harry Martin is a good
sport but being on unfamiliar ground
was somewhat doubtful.
However
after sharply cross-examining
the
guides he took a chance and alas,
was led astray as was Mr. Potter who
also was in a new world yet was
willing to ‘‘stick w it’ de gang.’’
So with fishing gear in hand, off
they started for new scenes and bet
ter fishing prospects and
Duboine
Pond only two miles away.
The
guides, Brown and Strang, took the
lead with a confidence that couldn’t
be disputed.
One guide thought he
knew the way while the other was
dead sure.
But say, and it is no
laughing matter either, at two o’clock
in the afternoon— seven hours later
—they were still wandering through
the woods hunting for that pond. For
several hours war had been declared
on the guides by Messrs. Martin
and Potter as the party floundered
about, traveling any old trail that
came along.
Finally they came to
a road where they got their bearings
and later managed to find .their auto
and made a quiet entry into town
chewing nails to calm themselves.
None of the party are on speaking
terms at present as each claims that
if his advice had been followed they
wouldn’t have got lest.
It seems
they traveled twenty miles or more
and circled three sides of the pond
without hitting it.
Probably it is
best not to mention the matter to
any of the party as they are a little
sore for’ard.
Yet the guides per
sist in saying they were not lost, that
the pond must have moved.—Madison.
Bulletin.

RANGELEY GUEST
FOR MANY YEARS
Also Hunted the Woods Near Ox
Bow.

New Bedford, Mass.,
June 8, 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:

It is with deep sorrow and regret
that I have to write ycu of the death
of Mr. Philip Rogler of Wareham,
Mass.
Mr. Rogler for many years
fished the Rangeley waters, particu
larly around Middle Dam and hunted
the woods near Oxbow. A thorough
sportsman, his genial disposition and
courteous manners won for him, the
friendship of the many devotees of
rod and gun, who habit these places
during the season.
This man who loved the woods above all things was borne to his last
resting place by six brother anglers,
all who have had the privilege of en
joying his society while in your coun
try and who loved him.
W. -H. Thayer, M. D.

S U B S C R I B E NOW F O R M A IN E
WOODS.

M A IN E

W O O D S,

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,

Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing-. Good accommodations.
W rite for circular.
H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

R A N G E LE Y, M A IN E

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
FISHING

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

John ©arviHe’s Camps
a t S p r in g L a k e
. Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
fi.ro most charmingly situated, on the •shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
treams and ponds are abundance of brook trout,
luekboard roads only 2-12 miles. A n ideal family
Bummer rehort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
J O H N C A R V IL L E . Flagstaff. Me.

f

Blakeslee

Lake

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. M cKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me,

RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake V iew House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

RANGELEY LAK ES
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis, Maine,

Camps

JOSEPH H. W H ITE , Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. W rite for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
...

W EST

Jackman, Maine

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

YORK CAMPS,

END

H O T E L

H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. "The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S . M A IN E .
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in N ew
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N . H IL L & SON. Managers.

V IA RUM FO RD F A L L S
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circu'ar.
House always open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine's idea] family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

IN THE RANGELEY REGION
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onehalf miles from the railroad and three-fourths
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $15.00 per week;
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
particulars address

H E M O N S. B LACKW E LL,
Dallas. Maine.

CA M P PH O ENIX

In the very heart of Maine’s Best Fish and
Game Region. I f you like to fish, the name
S O U R D N A H U N K stands for all that is best in
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very
center of the famous S O U R D N A H U N K region.
Lively fighting trout at camp door. W rite for
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
particulars. CHAS. A. D A ISE Y , Propr., NorUnsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili cross, Me.
n g and mountain climbing. Separate caniQ&fjpir
all parties, with special accommodations foBTartolies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing,
and a never end of rivers and streams.
M o s q u ito , M a in e
Automobile tourists wishing t» visit A T T E A N M o x ie P o n d ,
C A M P S , may come to Holden’s Garage, one
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for
parties. Map and booklet of my territory on many years. Circulars furnished on application.
request.
R U B L E, H O L D E N . Jackman, Maine

JONES’ GAMPS

OUANANICHE LODGE and
W a r or no w ar

l

Pierce Pond Camps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
fishing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send
for circular. C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk, Me.

Go to
B LAIN E V IL E S’
-

-

N O R W AY PINES CAM PS
now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and
Hunting. Peerless location. Write
C H A R L E S C A M P B E L L , Mang’r.
Grand Lake Stream, Maine. Washington Co.

B ILLY S O U L E ’S NEW

LED G E HOUSE AND C A B IN S

Dead River,

Maine

. Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom 
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.

CAM PS

ON M IL lM A flA S S B T T LAKE
Trout Fishing That Is
address Ox Bow, Me.

Fishing.

Post office

Finest of Salmon, Trout and Togue Fishing in
Maine at

T U N K PO ND,
R ound Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine

To Let for the Season

one mile from railroad. An ideal family summer
resort. Telephone, daily mail. For full particu
lars address,
MRS. SIM O N B U N K E R ,
East Sullivan, Me.
Tunk R. F. D.

C O T T A G E ON R A N G E LE Y L A K E
Also motor boat. In the heart of S P O R T S M E N A N D T O U R IS T S
good fishing and hunting. W rite I. W.
We are the only people in the East
M ITCH ELL, Rangeley, Me.
selling direct to the Consumer.
Before purchasing your supplies,
drop a line and get our prices. W e sell
P A C K A R D 'S GA/*\PS
our goods at a wholesale price, there
R a n g e le y L a k e s
fore saving you money on your pur
R a n g e le y ,
M a in e
chases. Season advancing.
Give us
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. a try.
Trout and salmon fishing.
ridge and duck hunting.

Deer, part

CON GRESS SA LES B U R EA U ,
Portland, Me.

Mingo Springs Hotel and Gamps

Mother Love.

The ideal place to spend your vaca
"When the first baby comes most
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not ^surpassed in this sec fathers regard it as a little, red, wrig
gling lump of humanity, but in the
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine mother’s eyes it is the most wonder
ful being that ever came into the
world and she wonders why God was
VAUGHAN G A M P S
Tha Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known good enough, to give it to her.
as the Kibby Gamps, have been purchased by
me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for
the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
resort. Telephone connections. A inost beauti
ful climate during the summer months; cool,
even and invigorating. Finest D eer Hunting
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Pishing.
Prices reasonable. For full partic
ulars. address

F R A N K R. VAU G H AN , Prop.,
E U S T IS .

-

-

M A IN E

M O O SELO O K M EG U NTIC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAM PS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. B&ft fishing region.Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BU R N S.

M A IN E , J U lN E 17, 1915,

NO CELEBRATION
^AT RANGELEY
Married at Parsonage—Tomlinson

A re delightfully situated on shore' of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
W rite for booklet.

P H ILL IP S ,

Running New Cadillac.
(Special

Correspondence.)

“ Made it myself,” was the quick
answer,”
It took twelve yards of
this dark blue material (fine green
Keep your place and silent be,
and red stripe cotton goods) at fif
Game can hear and game can see;
teen cents a yard, 27 inches wide,
Don’t be greedy— better spared
to make it.
Do you like it?”
, \
Is a pheasant than one shared.
“ G reat!”
I exclaimed, taking in
at a glance the middy blouse, with
You may kill or you may miss,
its green satin collar and cuffs, lacBut at all times think of this:
ea at the throat with a green silk
All the pheasants ever bred
cord, the plaited skirt to her boot
W on’t repay for one man dead!
tops, and the silk* (50 cents) outing
— Shooting Times and British Sports •hat as well, trimmed with a fancy
man, England.
(
green band.

Rangeley, June 16.— Mr. and Mrs.
D. H. MoOaf forty and party of Rumford were recent guests of Mrs. McCafferty’is sister, Mrs. I. W. Mitchell.
Mrs. F. B. Colby and children were
at Kennebago the past week.
Old Prince, the faithful horse of J.
A. Russell died last Thursday, a ged !
26 years.
Mr. Russell had
owned
the animal 21 years.
Oscar I. Johnson of Mon son, U. of
M. 1915, is clerking for H. C. Riddle
Vacation Stories No. 2— Maine
and is boarding with Mr. Riddle.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish and maid are
Camping Region.
at Kennebago for a few week. Mrs.
/
Furbish is much improved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor and son
(Special Correspondence.)
have returned from New Vineyard,
W e named the camp site ‘‘Sunny
after a week’s visit.
Miss Aletha
Nook,” and the way those
dancing
Childs is a guest of Mrs. Proctor for
sunbeams played around our pleasant
the week.
location in the heart of the Maine
Oakes & Badger have placed an
camping region was ample proof of a
attractive new sign on the front of
happy selection of a camp name. A f
their store.
ter finding a comparatively level piece
.Leon Robbins has had his
shop
of ground I began to erect the tent,
painted in attractive colors and Dr.
—a Dan Beard 7x71/£x9%, weight aStuart’s house is being treated to
bout sixteen pounds, waterproof, and
a coat ottPaint.
with a delightful porch front addit
The 48th annual meeting of the
It did not take very long to
Maine Pharmaceutical association is ion.
in session at the
Rangeley Lake cut a ridge pole, tie the tent to it,
and erect same by Aieans of crotcliHouse June 15, 16 and 17.
Wednes
ed poles. 'T h e pegging-down with
day, the plans for entertainment in
strong birch pins was a matter of an
clude a trip to Oquossoc and a visit
front
to the fish hatchery.
About
150 hour or less, and the porch
went into position easily with
a
are in attendance.
couple
poles
at
each
end.
This
same
•Mrs. H. A. Oliilds is spending the
week at Tilton, where her son, Har porch front formed the ffont closing
wood graduates from Tilton Academy. of the tent at night when lowered
Mr. Childs is at Dixfield for
the into position, and was an ideal fea
ture of our camp vacation since we
week.
could
all gather under it, rain or
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Carlton
are
tend
the
guests of Mr. Carlton’s parents, Mr. shine, afid watch and
•glowing
campfire
just
within
reach.
and Mrs. G. M. Carlton.
The form
er are attending the druggists’ con My wife placed rocks on the sod
cloth to keep out as many bugs and
vention.
Mrs. Geo. W. McGraves and son, other night prowlers as possible. The
Donald of Brunswick
accompanied tent was large enough to allow a
inches
Mrs. Geo.. Esty home and w ill re canvas bed of eighty-four
width to be stretched within, accom
main for a visit.
W illard Hewey was in Portland a modating our little family of three
most comfortably. A space at the side
few days the past week.
Owing to the numerous out-of-town of the canvas bed made just a splen
devoted
attractions it was decided to abandon did resting place for our
friend and trusty guard
of
the
plans for a local celebration.
camp,—
our
dog,
Rusty.'
The
tent
Chas. Huntoon has moved into the
house recently purchased by him and and canvas bed being of waterproof
Leon Hoar has moved into the bouse khaki cloth, we had no dread of
rainy weather, and a slight shower
recently vacated by Mr. Huntoon.
proved
the worth of the tent to our
Harry Brown and Leo Taylor have
exchanged places and moved
their great satisfaction.

OUR FIRST
DAY IN A TENT

respective families the past week.
The residents of Allen street are
enjoying a fine new sidewalk, which
extends from Main street to Oquos
soc Ave.
Austin Huntoon and Miss Arvilla
Bean were married at the parsonage
Saturday evening.
Miss Bean
is
the eldest daughter of Mrs.
Tina
Bean and Mr. Huntoon is employed
at Ellis’ boat shop.
They will re
side on Allen street.
Best wishes
are extended to them.
Aleck Bryson of Portland is work
ing for J. A. Russell and is boarding
at Mr. Russell’s.
Mrs. Margaret Wilbur is the guest
of Mrs. C. C. Murphy.
Mrs. Cruikshank and daughter, An
na are visiting Mrs. Charles Case.
Wm. Tomlinson is fast being initi
ated into the mysteries of driving his
Cadillac.
W illiam says it requires
more skill to manipulate the levers
than it does to handle the ribbons.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Pattee and
Judge and Mr®. Cleaves are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish at Ken
nebago. j
F. H. Kemp ton has returned from
Portland much improved in health. .
WORDS OF WISDOM.
If a sportsman true you’d be
Listen carefully to me:
(Never, never let your gun
Pointed be at anyone;
That it may unloaded be
Matters not the least to me.

When a hedge or fence you cross,
Though of time it cause a loss,
Consicierate.
From your gun the cartridge take
“ Father, I think it only fair to tell
For the greater safety’s sake.
you that I need $50. I ’d rather owe
it to you than to some outsider.”
If ’twixt you and neighboring gun
Birds may fly or beasts may run,
Field for Harvest.
This world is not my orchard foT L et this maxim e’er be thine:
fruit or my garden for flowers. It is, “ Follow not across the line.”
however, iny only field whence to
raise a harvest.—Christina Rossetti.
Stops and beaters, oft unseen,

camp outfit.

Lurk behind some leafy screen,
Calm and steady always be,
“ Never shoot where you can’t see.”

“ I have four big pockets, you see,”
she said; smilingly, ‘‘and did you not
ice my gaiters ($1.00) and Virginia
Temple boots, made over a girl’s
last?
They cost me two
dollars,
and are just as comfortable as they
can beI also gave much thought
to my outfit in the way of buying
a pair of Spirella corsets (with spec
ial boniflg),ka poros knit linen union
suit, and bloomers to match my
dress.”
“ You Jiave a dandy outfit,” I said,
gazing ruefully down at rhy own has
tily-donned office trousers which had
seen better days.
I determined to
plan an outfit for myself one of these
(days which should be as clever as.
her own.
. *3

ROAD CLOSED
FOR AUTO TRAVEL
A ll Traffic Into Portland Will Enter Over Congress St.
The Boston post-road between Port
land and Dunstan, Scarboro has been
closed for through automobile travel.
Local traffic is to be handled by
means .of short detours around the
work in progress. To accommodate
all through travel, the Maine Auto
mobile Association has erected signs
along the so-called Payne road, or
original Boston post-road into Stroudwater, and thence over Congress St.,
into Portland.
One large sign has
been erected at the fork just east of
the Wayland House at Dunstan,
where the Payne road begins,
and
every intersecting road between that
point and Portland has been plainly
marked by the Association so that
tourists can make no mistake.
All
traffic into Portland will enter over /
Congress street instead of over Vau
ghan’s Bridge, the old way.
The new detour will be in operation,
the entire summer and has been com
pletely rebuilt by the cities o f Port
land and South Portland and the
town of Scarboro, in order to accom
modate the travel.
It is now in far
better shape than was the present
post-road and w ill be
kept
so
throughout the summer.
The dis
tance into Portland by the Payne
road is no greater than by the reg
ular way.
The regular Boston ^bad
is now being reconstructed by the
Maine State Highway Commission
and by early fall will be one of the
finest cemeut roads in New England.
The distance to be built is
about
nine miles.

W hile I was establishing our house,
my wife was busy over a glowing
fire.
She had built the
fireplace
alone, and it was a good one. Now
she called out cheerily, “ Come
on
comrade, the coffee is ready, and
I ’m starved.”
W e had fried chick
en, boiled potatoes, home-made bread
and butter, real cream which we had
brought along in our Thermos bot
tle, for our delicious coffee, light
fruit cake, containing cut preserved
cherries, walnuts, and seedless rais
ins, fruit cookies and cheese.
My
w ife had planned this first meal to
be a fine one, and I could vouch for
her success as a cook, I assure you. ’

1
FOR
MAINE
“ Where did you get that dress you SUBSCRIBE NOW
$1.00 A YEAR.
have on?” I ventured, admiring her > WOODS.

BIC RESULTS
FROM SM A LL ADS.

W hat have you for

Sale

or Exchange?

Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham 
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else

is sure to w ant it

We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M A IN E W O O D S,
Phillips, Maine

